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The Weather

Fair and mild. High in the 60's.
Gentle variable Mrnds with the
possibility of a seabreaze in the
afternoon. Chance of precipitation
about 10%.
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.70 tO I VoLt triaay at'ernoon to

drop all criminal charges of trespassing
brought against Harvard students and
faculty members arrested at University
Hall Thursday morning. All other
charges against Harvard and outside
demonstrators are being retained by
the police.

The Faculty's ,esolution also
included an agreement to establish a
committee for studying issues raised by
the occupation of the building Wednes-
day, and President Pusey's subsequent
call for outside help.

The committee will act for the
Faculty in disciplining the students
involved. When elected, the panel will
also conduct a study of Harvard's
governing structure and make recom-
menflattens for changes. -

The resolution began:"The F-aculty
of Arts and Sciences deplore the
forcible occupation of University Hall
on April 9. Responsibility for the
events that followed falls, in the first
instance, upon those who forced their
way into the building, who forcible
ousted the officers of the University at
work there. and who insisted upon
remaining long after they were
requested to leave."

It continues, "As members of a
community committed to rationality
and freedom, we also deplore the entry
of police into any university. Some of
us believe tlhe decision to use force to
vacate the building was wrong. Sonic
of us believe it was unwise. Sonie of us
consider it unavoidable though clegte-
able."

The resolution that was adopted
combined features of' others intro-
duLiced by Pielessors Wassily W.
1-contief' and G;eoigc B. Kisti-akowsky.
Details of' tile fo]'nation of' tile special
committee had not been finalized as of'
this writing.

Strike initiated
Meanwhile, a three-day strike

against tile University, called by a
group of students to express condemni-
orion of tile administration, was in
progress. A mass Me.ting of stuclcnts in
Memorial Church Thursday morninc
unanimously adopted thle strike
motion. Tile mieeting took place a t'ex\
hours after more than 400 police~
mnoved into liarvard Yard and Uiniver-
sity Hall to arrest about1 2(}( SDS
members anid symipathizers who were
occupying the !loll. which houses
several administrative offices. About
50 persons were injlured as thle Yard
was cleared of students so the police
could enter thle building,.

Present at the Memorial C'hUrCh
meeting Thursday miorning- were .stu-
dents who sy'mpathized with thle orig-,
inal SDS goal of icioeying ROTE frino

(Please fiurn to page 7,)

By John Jurewicz
(E'd. note: The following is the per-
sonal account of a The Tech reporter
who was arrested with the Harvard
demonstrators and held on charges of
criminal trespass.)

It had been a dull night at Harvard's
University Hall. The occupying frces
and sympathizers were getting over the
initial novelty of the occasion and
beginning to feel at home in the
administrative headquarters of one of
the nation's oldest and most pres-
tigious universities. A walk through the
austere four-story structure would find
students sleeping beneath oil portraits
of Harvard presidents in the chandel-
iered Faculty Meeting Roon, cocduca-
tionalizing the "liberated" restroonms.
or hand-rolling yellow ZigZag cigar-
eftes from !)can Glimp's supply of
tobacco. WHRt1 had set up ,,hop oil the
first floor to relay news fromt the
seized building to tile outside world as
reporters and photog raphers from the
ttarrard (rimson. tile Y'alh Daih', News,
The Tc'ht, Tinme-Life, and Bostont n, I\-
papels roamed through the halls a.'nd
outsile in ttarvad YNard.

Yard sealed

lFarlier in the afternoon Dean
IFranklin i. !.ord had Nxarned that fie

\\1ould seal Itarvaid 'ard ;.in d hold
those inside Utniversity !fail likible to
criminal tie.,pas., charges.. wcrc. thle
buildlal,. not evacuated by 4:30 prn.
Soon '!icr lcat'to. ;Ill but one of Ile
xxrought-iro4n gates to tile YarI'd \\cle
locked, and police "'Cie 

and instructed to aell')\' onlyV Halyiard
freCshmenCI. whose dornIlitodio; (fie
wvalled area S1,l'l1tlllds. to oilier ai~ld
leave freely. T''he militant Stuidcnls l't

a D)emocrati c Society. \x Ih had orgall-
ized tile demllonsitrat1 ion ald xC1 C

taking Lt) collec1tions, to 1buy\ t'Oodi an1d

refreshments foi tile g!10tlou. sol'itid
tile aid of several f"leshmellen who Ioalold

(Ire'as(' trn to l'ayc fo

achieve the appropriate financing for
the sites. He emphasized that each of
the five proposed sites will require
different methods of financing.

As an example of one of the legal
obstacles that must be overcome, Milne
pointed out that the "Turnkey" pro-
gram (which was suggested for two of
the sites) has never been used before in
Massachusetts because of a conflict
with the state's public bidding law. He
declared that a court test of the
statute's constitutionality would be
considered if difficulties developed.

It was emphasized that the neigh-
borhoods would determine the even-
tual "posture" of the proposed devel-
opments. Milne noted that extensive

By Bob Dennis
A group of students met in the East

Lounge of the Student Center Sunday
night with -two of the prime architects
of MIT's recently announced housing
plans for Cambridge, to discuss pos-
sible student participation in the pro-
ject and to clarify some of the major
points of the complex'program.

Tom Woodruff, Chairman of MIT
Urban Action, expressed his hope that
some positions could be evolved that
would fall into his group's proposed
program of Urban Fellowships for MIT
students. These students would work
in the community full-time this sum
mer, and then combine their participa-
tion with an academic seminar in the'
t'all.

Robert Simha, Director of the Plan-
ning Office, and Waiter Milne, Assis-
tant to the Chairman of the Corpora-
tion, concurred in the hope that such
positions could be worked out. They
emphasized that they would be contin-
gent upon student suggestions, the rate
a t which the program develops, and the
shapes that the overall coordination of
the plan with the neighborhoods
assumes.

In discussion of the plan and the
steps that are being taken towards its
completion, Simhia and Milne pointed
out that they, along with such men as
Real Estate Officer Antony Herrey
{who played a leading role in the
development of the plans) will begin
meetings this week with some of the
local planning teams from the neigh-
borhoods involved in the plans.

Every tool in tie book
Simha noted that the financial bat-

tle will involve the most formidable
obstacles to overcome. Referring to the
many possible federal and state,. pro-
grams- many of them previously
untested-which they hope to combine
for the various developments, he
asserted, "We will try every tool in the

book, and invent some others." to

in-depth interviews have already been
conduited with niany residents in the
area of the North Cambridge site. Their
views on the structure and conipostion
of the development will be combined
with the financial data in order to
compile a series of feasible options for
the actual construction. These options
would be-refined and evaluated before
the final plan is agreed upon.

One thing which will, hopefilily, bc
avoided is the type of problems which
are currently hampering the progress of

the local Model Cities board;i.e., diffi-
culties in cooperation and cornmmunica-
tion between the citizens and the
professionals who are involved in the
program.

By Bill Roberts
"A Blachelor or Arts degree shourld

be established at MIT to embody more
fully the ideal of the Institute as a
university polarized around science."

So stated Professor John (;raves of
the Department of Humainities in an
interview with The Tech saying that no
single set of degree requirements could
satisfy the needs of MIT's increasingly
varies student body and tile demands
of the faculty that the B S degree
should certify regorous professional
training as well as a general acquain-
tance with science. He stated that MIT.
to be more than a mere center for
technical training, should provide a
liberal forin of education which could
be in part an end in itself as will as a
means to an end.

The BA program would be tailored
to the needs and interestins of the
individual student rather than the ex-
ternal demands of some particular

field. No particular subjects would be
required nor would programs be spec-
ified in detail. Instead, each studnet
would work very closely with at least
one advisor, who would follow tile
student's program over a long period fo
time; a student's freshman advisor
might stay with him for throughout his
four years.

D iI uinI,- tile firq, IC]~t !11lo III, ,cnlclC
ye ar1. tile studcl'(CIII ox cil II I iOt' II, I

\Vwould be tevic\\ Cd Ixv a comnll'itlct
composed of tile stldc~lenl, atlv'isol andlk

two other farlclllt\ inrebel.,. I'

student woul d be invited (I!crhatps c\-
pecied) to defend the cdtlliomil
value of his pnogram bcfc0IC this c01m1-

mittee.

Tile commitlee \\ould oiln llkc
one of 1l1ic action.,: I 1 ou lCCCl'l

thle program as \\ orlh of' ;.i dt.\ ctcg.
provided tile stedcnt'.,, !lnadc, xmcic
satisfactory; 2) st ,;pccific aIddiicon1.iI
l'equiremlents. pl'esumal~ble I0 be k'olm-

pleted tile swudnei'q last loire: kel .3)
reject the piglaell andl IcqIUiic t/Cille

studel! Ito subll1it ;I IlC'\\ pro'lilna 

entailtig' an ex\tra ) f'm hIIs do~not.
RejcctionIs. h1o\\ 0 el. . qIOUILd I"c

highly c\ceptional. I'hclx \x oldi Ibc

avoided by- a sot Of gcnelal gu11ideline..

laid do\ I ill advanc e and Ipulici/cd Ito
students alld Fdvui.eOl'c. !ItmcC nl.l1n

fa; C' t 0 IS l $ 11.C11.11 i

explor-atioll ill dclhCI . of1 .xom01c IeCld 0on

interest; 2) Ia \i\ I'lm-,:c o
disciplines. including, :it Ic.lst 34,',

houris of, subices oulsidc Iill, f'icd e
Concelt!'ation' 3) 1111el'ClVldC!11 \X elk .I

theCsis would1 !IC IC(quilCd.

Photo by Gary DeBardi

Faculty to consider motion
to strip credit rom ROTE

the Committee on Curricula, the Com-
mittee on Nominations, and.the Task
Force on Educational Opportunity.
The recently-announced project to im-
prdve tire supply of housing units in
Cambridge will also be discussed at
length, as will a motion dealing with
relatively minor changes in the General
Institute Requirements.

Access to the faculty meeting will
be through any door of 10-250 prior to
3:15 on a first-come basis. After 3:15.
entrance will be through the rear door,
where word on the availability of seats
will be forthcoming. Seating arrange-
ments will be in the following desig-
nated areas: faculty in the left and
central'main sections and students in
the right main and rear sections. Stu-
dents will also be given second pre-
ference to the central rear section.

Abolition of academic credit for
ROTe courses will be placed before
the faculty when it meets tomorrow
afternoon. The motion, to be submit-
ted by Professor Irving Segal, Depart-
ment of Mathematics, is the result of
questionnaires dealing with the subject
which were initiated and tabulated by
Segal.

Professor Walier Rosenblith, Chair-
man of the Faculty, stated that the
Committee on Educational Policy has
been studying the matter for many.
months, and may come before the
faculty with recommendations shortly.
It is likely that no vote will be taken
this month, because the faculty will
probably want all viewpoints presented
before deciding whether ROTC shall
retain its academic status.

Also on the agenda are reports from

I rder restored at Harvard
^.Faculty takes middle ground; The five a.m. raid
,jo make study, drop charges at UniversityHall:

................ I - . . ... - . ..... $.11- - - I

ila per-sllal accoUnltThe Harvard Faculty decided by a

SPRING!

Students discuss housinIgplan

Graves urges establishment
of Arts offering at Institute
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CENTRAL SQUARE
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Savings Bank Life Insurance
policies are available in a wide
variety of forms. To find out
what Savings Bank Life
policy will meet your needs
best, visit a mutual savings
bank and ask for personal
counselling about Savings
Bank Life Insurance. It could
be one of the smartest finan-
cial moves you'll ever maKe.
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By Alex Makowski
Like the legendary phoenix, a dying

Innis. )'e has given birth to a new
weekly. Representing the views of the
student left, Up Against the Wall Street
Jorntal should. make its first appear-
ance this week.

Why was a new publication neces-
sary? Students working for the Journal
pointed out tlhat Innisfree was pub-
lished only three times this year, all
issues showing poor sales. Student in-
tercst seemed to be dying. At a meet-
ing before spring vacation, the staff
split on the question of a new format.
Kevin George '71 and Jim Smith '69,
hlad opted for a news weekly similar to
the parent magazine.

Larr/ Wlhite '69 led a group of
students favoring a movement maga-
zinc. Tlhe Journal's guiding principle
will he that those who make the news
should write about it. "Why have a
reporter write a second-hand account
of the Rostow demonstration? A Rcsis-
tanc e memnlber could give a better
account." comliinted one of this is-
sue's editors. Added another, "our
nmagazine will be able to react to
chaIIge."

Content and staff
T'his stand will have two important

Konscquences. First. the magazine will
mlake no prctense of being ap unbiased
·,ourc of information. "We'll be print-
ing opinionated news." remiarked one
of the staff. The Jolurnal is a subscriber
to the Liberation News Service.

Second, as events change from
week to week, so will the people who
write about them. There will be no
permanent editorial board; the maga-
zine will be published by a rotating set
of four editors. Only the business
department has a quasi-permanent sta-
tus. An editor of the first issue empha-
sized, "a formal organization or hier-
archy is not necessary. Anyone who
works for the Journal can participate
in its decision-making."

Financing
Needed finances will come from

both subscription charges and advcr-
tising. The price per issue has yet to be
settled. but should be about fifteen
cents. As for ads, the staff would like
to be choosy, but presently will accept
all offers. One column inch of space
was sold for the first issue.

This week's issue is "dedicated" to
Vicc-President Humphrey and the
more significant events of the past
weeks. Articles highlighting the
Harvard demonstrations and the
Rostow speech will be included, as well
as reports on SACC and Mike
O'Conncr. The magazine should run to
a length of 24 pages.

I

If you live or work in Mass-
achusetts, you are eligible for
low cost, high quality life in-
surance -in a mutual organiza-
tion with an outstanding
record of financial soundness.

Founded as a public service in
1907, Savings Bank Life In-
surance is sold only through
Mutual Savings Banks direct
to keep cost low. And al-
though not guaranteed, divi-
dends have been paid to
policyholders every year since
1908, to reduce cost still fur-
ther.

It's the movement 
supporting equal rights
for sneakers.
Who says you can't wear them
with whatever you want?
Mr. Sneekers is on your side!
Styled to look good,
made for comfort and
support, designed
for swinging.
Get with the sneakers spirit now. 
Wherever Mr. Sneekers goes,
can laces be far behind?

Div. of Mitubishi Corp., 180 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 1016

I

864-5271
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Resistance opinion weekly
opts for 'movement' format FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Don't leave things for "Manarna"
start working now to enjoy -
your next trip or vacation

ACADEMI

SCHOL -iF
LANGUAGUt

S4 IAlddff StL,

146 Nkary St,

lT 35I2124
266.3

FRENCH
SPANISN
GERMAN
ITALIAN

RUSSIAN
W. GREEK
I Others. 

Regular Courses April 17
Private Instruction AU year-round

do

I in AM, no 

You Are
Eligible
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Meet the young people of Prague. See the
historic landmarks: Hradcany Castle,
Wenceslaus Square, the little Golden Street
where Kafka-lived, the oldest unlverslty In
Central Europe. And gorge yourself on
a feast of all the arts ... Mediaeval
to multi-medla, Baroque and 
Rennaissance, Dvorak and rock,
frescoes and films.
Not more than ninety minutes from the '
farthest polnt-in Europe... Prague is
one of the most exciting capitals in 
the world today and Bratislava, the
romantic capital of Slovakia on the
Danube is Just an hour's drive
from Vienna.
Group tours from $57 per person
for 7 days, all Incl.
Vlo Issued within 48 hourm
Contact your travel agent or write
for Information: .

EN ][ KZECHOSLOVAK TRAVEl BUREAU
10 East 40th Street, New York, N.Y. 10016

I Name:
Address:

s state .. zi p
| My travel agent s:.
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The first annual The Tech kite-
flying contest, originally scheduled for
last Saturday, will be held (tentatively)
on Friday, May 16.

The contest was postponed at the
request of a group of students which is
planning several special activities for
that date. The group is attempting to
have classes cancelled for the occasion.
If there are classes on the 16th, the
contest will be held on Saturday the
17th.

The kite contest, announced last
Tuesday, will include prizes in four
categories: (1) for the highest-flying
kite, (2) for the most original and
successful structural design, (3) for the
most original and attractive artistic
design, and (4) for the largest kite that
flies successfully. -In the fourth cate-
gory, the decision will be based on
weight.

Special prizes will be awarded for
the best kites in each category which
are constructed using the pages of The
Tech.

The sponsors of the special May
activities declined to give details for
publication, but it is rumored that they
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advantage of the extra time afforded
them by the postponement. Several
students have been seen experimenting
with novel designs on various open
areas around campus.

To aid contestants in feiding mater-
ials for their creations, The Tech sug-
gests the following supply sou.-es: for
structural members, the Tech Coop

architecture department; for string,
any dime store; for airfoil material,
The Tech airfoil material dispensers
placed at convenient locations through-
out the Institute. More sophisticated
materials can be purchased at more
sophisticated stores in the Boston area
or lifted from more sophisticated lab-
oratnries at the Institute,

due in the office of the Dean of
Student Affairs (7-133) by Friday,
May 2. Applications are available in the
Information Office and in Dean
Wadliegh's office.

Required on the application is a
brief statement as to why the student
desires to cross-register at Wellesley
and the signature of the student's
faculty advisor. Exchange coordinators
from the various departments at MIT
and-Wellesley are listed in the bulletin
sent to students early last week, and
will be able to answer any questions
about prerequisites and substitutions.

Detailed information may also be
secured from the 1969 Bulletin of
Wellesley College, which is available in
departmental headquarters, living
groups, MIT libraries, the Information
Office, and the Office of the Dean of
Student Affairs. There are some differ-
ences between the Wellesley and MIT
academic calendars.

General academic policies for the
exchange are: substitution for depart-
mentally required subjects must have
the approval of the student's faculty
advisor. Permission of the Registration
Officer of the Humanities Department
is required for sophomore humanities
or the requirements of the area of
concentration of a student in Course
XXI. Certain Wellesley courses may be
taken to fulffill the science distribution
requirement. However, the require-
ment that the student must study in at
least three different departments still
applies. It is generally understood that
lab and science core requirements can-
not be fulfilled at Wellesley except
under exceptional circumstances.

Free bus transportation will be pro-
vided to students desiring it. The ride
lasts about 40 minutes each way.

ISC will sponsor
weekend festivities
from 70 cultures

The International Student's Council
will sponsor International Weekend
lFriday through Sunday, with the inten-
tion of introducing some aspects of the
culture and folklore of over 70 coun-
tries represented by 1200 MIT foreign
students.

The semi-formal ball Friday night
will feature a Chinese folk dance, a
Greek folklore, and Israeli folkdances.
Admission is $2.00 per couple, and
fixups are available.

Saturday's activities will begin with
an International Menu in Lobdell, fol-
lowed by a lecture on "Prospects for
Peace in the Middle East" by H.E.
Soubi Khanachet, Minister Plenipoten-
tiary, Permanent Mission ot Kuwait to
the UN. The Peking Opera will be
performed in Kresge Saturday nighllt,
accompanied by English subtitles. Tlhis
joint presentation by the Chlinese Stlu-
dent's Club and the Detpartment of
Humanities will also feature a lecture
by Professor Sivin on "Elenlents of the
Peking Opera."

An International Variety Show in
the Sala de Puerto Rico Sunday
evening will conclude the weekend.
The variety show will present a wide
variety of folk songs, with selections
ranging from European to Far Eastern
and Latin American.

Soccer will be played between re-
gional teams on each of the three
afternoons, with the playoff on Sun-
day. In addition. there will be a volley-
ball game on Sunday morning.

Further information onl tile Week-
end, which takes place April 18, 19.
and 20, can be obtained front Luis
Homez 354-7267 or Tat-Wai 864-9180.

plan something similar
',Thing '68."

Kite designers have

r to last fall's

e been taking

And we'll see that those people get
rewarded with some of that money.

TWA is giving its people a million dollar
bonus if they can make you happier than any
other airline.

And you students are going to help make
sure we put the money in the right pockets.

When you fly TWA, you'll get a ballot.
Write in the names of the TWA people who
gave you super service.

Drop your ballot into any of the bonus
boxes you'll find at all of our terminals.

Full/part time openings for
SYSTEMS PROGRAMME RS

with experience in:
Compiler design, monitor systems
process control. MIS. !/O control

or data collection systemnls
call 492-6870

CODON CORPORATION

Now, for a change, you can hared a chance
· ·1 .1 o !- -

to grade others on their work.

Touring Europe in '69?
Remember

'CZEiCHOSLOVAKIA 1
New date setfor kite contest

It's easy to go there!

Wellesley cross-registrants:
It's registration time aga "

Applications for subjects to be. Certain Wellesley subjects are also
taken at Wellesley College in Fall 1969 available to satisfy the science and
under the cross-registration option are humanities requirements.

We're putting our money where
it does you the most good.

TWA
Our people firake you happy

we make them happy.
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Letters to The Tech

now"aw

The agenda of this week's faculty meeting
contains a motion to deny credit to ROTC
courses.

ROTC programs do produce a class of profes-
sionals who are, like it or not, needed by their
country. It is clear to us that some part of our
survival as .-a nation depends on this country's
officers being of the highest caliber possible. And
it strikes us that someone good enough to meet
MIT's admission requirements could well become a
valuable, flexible officer.

In addition, ROTC courses do in fact teach
usefu, material-material as necessary for a profes-
sional military man as the details of fission to a
particle physicist. Some have objected that ROTC
courses are bad, and out of -place at a university
because they are teaching people to kill-to use
force when all men should be striving to end the
use of force. We fail to see any real difference
between courses in strategy and tactics taught in
ROTC and courses such as "Special Problems in
Weapons Systems" (16.49) offered in the regular
curriculum.

We do see, however, two things which disturb
us about ROTC, on this campus and elsewhere.
Both have to do with our conception of a
university: a community of scholars, teachers and
students learning together in areas of common
interest.

At MIT, except in the ROTC "department,"
faculty appointments are made on the basis of a
man's ability to teach and carry out research. Yet
the Professors, Associate Professors, Assistant Pro-
lessors, and Instructors. in ROTC are merely here-
because their service ordered them to come.
Nonetheless, faculty in the ROTC "departments"
are as much faculty members as members of any
other department-they can vote in faculty meet-
ings, and they can serve on faculty committees. We
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Harvard .. and beyond
VOL. LXXXIX, NO. APRIL 15. 196916Although the dust has not yet settled at

Harvard, a few preliminary observations seem to
be in order.

While we do not condone the student occupa-
tion of University Hall, we deplore the action of
the Harvard administration in calling in police
without consulting the students or faculty. The
tactics which were used appear to have ignored
most of the guidelines set dowbn by a caucus of
moderate students Wednesday night, before the
raid. This action, which was condemned by the
Hanrard faculty as well as most of the students,
clearly severed the administration from the stu-
dent-faculty centrist position. It raises grave ques-
tions concerning the ability of the administration
to stay "in touch" with the university community.

It is interesting to note that the action of a few
radicals in taking over the building has caused the
vast majority of the Harvard community, which
would never consider. such an act, to seriously
question the structure of the university. It seems
that many do not like what they see. Out of the
current confusion may come a serious impetus for
restructuring, .not unlike that which came at
Columbia. Harvard is clearly in much better
condition than Columbia, but has not recently had
a wholesale rethink of its governing procedures. It
is a pity, but often it seems that it takes violent-
action by a few to act as a catalyst for major
changes. The ghettos probably would be far more
ignored than they already are were it not for the,
riots. Columbia and Harvard probably would not
consider major restructuring were it not for their
respective crises.

It need not be this way, however. Consider
Wellesley. Quietly, and with little off-campus

fanfare, all segments of that community, have
embarked on a full-scale campaign to create a chair
community which is indeed a community rather Editor
than a-structure governed by a few. Wellesley, and Busine
Columbia, as well,' are now moving toward a Maagi
system in which a major decisions which affect the PEodui
community as a whole are made by a body which Night
includes members of the student body, the News]
faculty, and the administration. Featur

It should be pointed out that provisions were Sptert
made in the HAC constitution for immediate photog
implementation of student participation in such a Adver
body, were one to be formed here. -
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The tactics of those who shouted down
Rostow last week were both repugnant tc
Institute community and counter-productiv
the ends of the radicals.

At Nuremburg, defendants were permitte
speak in their own behalf, and conviction
only after long hearings. Can we in America
sunk so low as to deny "war criminal" Ro
even this? If the radicals sought to convince
bulk of- the Institute community of Rost
"guilt," the most effective thing they could
done was to remain in 'the audience and. ast
appropriate embarassing questions.. As t
happened, Rostow left campus with the sWml
rather than' enmity of -many members of
Institute community.

ROSTOW I Rostow were to talk about the Urban
ed to . Revolution' in Vietnam? We doubt it.
came To the Editor: The important questions concerned'

have1 haveI would like to take this opportu- the underlying considerations, the:)Stow nity to apologize to those who were values7 and morality of policy that is
* unable to heax the proaganda of Walt made, to further "the American

Se the Rostow due to the heckling and, in my mission." But presenting a coherent
stow's 'case, -the early and unexpected showing 'analysis of American policy is a long
have of the French film, "Living Under discussion, not one which could have

Bombs." At the same time, however, I been performed convincingly in a one-
would like to make it clear that I am hour debate. (Note: one of the planned

thinlgspa not apologizing to Mir. Rostow, whom teach-ins, during anti-militarism week
pathy I consider to be a crinal on a par on cmapus, April 21-26, will concern
f the with Hitler and Stalin. itself with just this question.

It is too late for rPostow to apolo- 'And besides, the values and
gize to the families, wives, and friends ideology Rostow presents are main-
of the 34,000 Americans and countless tained at our own Center for Interna-
Vietnamese whom he sent into this tional Studies, so Rostow is just an
war, which purpose was, to paraphrase example of the class of academicians
Rostow, "to allow [force] the Viet- who, unfortunately, construct the
namese people to determine their own scholarly justifications for what would
(accept our.] destiny, but not at the otherwise be called imperialist

- point of a gun." (I was unaware that adventures.
tOTC ,there are 525,000 unarmed United After several hours of debate at our
Xr de- States troops in Vietnam, debating Wednesday night meeting we decided
ty at with the populace.)' on the following format: We would not
point- Rather than continue shouting in ignore the meeting entirely, just
teach response to his "statements," What I Restow himself. We would present the

perhaps should have done was to ob- North Vietnamese film, "Life under
tain permission to speak to the the Bombs," and a spokesman for us

aught hecklers from his microphone. I would Would then p.reent a- short paper to
not then have said, "We must have respect 'make our position clear. We would not

: that for the intelligence of the audience. If debate a war criminal in a gray flannel
titute Mr. Rostow is allowed to be heard, it suit just as we would not debate a Nazi
keep will not take our heckling to reveal him industrialist in 1943 on what grade

keep for the dangerous and sinister murderer steel to use in building crematoria.
Lubsti- *that he is." However, we realized during our
ourse Owen Franken Wednesday meeting-that not everyone
y an considers him to be a war criminal. We

ReSTOW on decided then not to prevent them from
To the Editor: questioning him, that is, we are con-

The aim of this letter is to correct vinced that he is fool enough to. make
the presentation by The Tech, an ass out of himself without our help

sored 4/11/69, of the Resistance as the archi- (which was the most we could
staff tect of a planned "heckle-in" at the accomplish given the existence of that
)rmal expense of Walt W. Rostow last meetingY But a. personal attack will
which Thursday. never change the institutions of this

gular The Kresge meeting appears to have country that must be changed. So we
been set up to prevent a confrontation planned to walk out of the auditorium

The between Resistance and the secret Ros-' and initiate discussionson Kresge lawn.
other tow seminar which was to be held last As people became disillusioned with

Thursday at the Center for Interna- -him, they could join us outside.
tional Studies. We were asked Wed- Unfortunately, these plans were not

gges nesday to participate in a panel dis- carried through.
nities
1 not
amis-

elor's
oved"'

-rties
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, and
rt of
istra-
mntial

feel that, unless the teachers in the various R
"departments" can demonstrate the claibei
manded of their "colleagues" on' the facult
large, the policy of granting academic app
ments to officers and men under orders to t
ROTC at MIT should be discontinued.

We are also concerned about the courses ta
by the ROTC "departments." We question
their content, but their quality. We are aware
attempts are made to substitute regular Inst
subjects for ROTC requirments, and to
course quality high in those for which no su
tute can be found. But we can see why cc
quality here might suffer when 'specified b
organization which, operates ROTC units
hundreds of campuses across the country.

We therefore feel that no course shoul
offered at MIT for credit which is not spons
by a regular faculty member, (not an ROTC:
member) under the auspices of a no
Institute department. Those.few activities w
absolutely could not be taught under a rel
department could be given extracurricularly.
group could use -MIT facilities just as any c
student interest group would.

As far as we can tell, neither of these sul
tions would limit the educational opportun
currently open through ROTC. They would
prevent the government from granting a corn
sion to someone who had received a bache
degree, and had taken certain"ROTC-approi
courses during his four years here.

We agree with the American Civil Libe
Union that the ''ROTC programs, as impleme
today, threaten the principles of free inquiry
academic autonomy which are at the hear
academic freedom." We hope that the admini
tion and faculty will also see this threat, pote
or actual, and act to remove it.

Ns

we

he
of
:y-
is

tte
}te

cussion on a debate with Rostow. !
we consid"- Rostow a war-criminal,,%
did not x ' to debate him on tt
facts or policy of the Vietnam War {
American Imperialism. The Chomsk
Bundy debate proved that no one
convinced of either side by a debar
over nitpicking issues: Is that quo
accurate? Did we have 5,000 troops
Vietnam in 1964? or was' it 1965?'4
was it 10,000 troops?

Would anyone be convinced if v
were to talk about the murder
countless thousands of Vietnamese ar
the destruction of their culture ar

From the Resistance,
Bill Saidel

Robert Shapiro
Gerry Stein

ExecComm Reply

in -To the Editor:
or Last week, the members of the

Undergraduate Association Executive
we Committee signed a document. Each of
of us had his own reasons. To clarify
nd some of tke points in the letter as they
nd apply to me:

1) I believe that MIT ought to continue
and enlarge its programs of social
action and inquiry into the human and
technological problems facing this
country.
2) If any members of the community
are aware of MIT people researching
(or using) methods designed to sup-
.press the rights of men at home or
abroad, they ought to communicate
their disappro-tal in the strongest pos-
sible terms.

(Please turn to Page 5}

Rostow

ROTC: timle for change
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What i,
By Harvey Baker

{Ed. note: In the first article in this
series, the essential concluding para-
graphs were inadvertantly omitted. As
a point of infornation, and with our
apologies to those readers who read the
atcle only to find it stop short, we are
reprinting herein the rest of that arti-
cle, along with, of course, the second
installment in -the series. Part three will
follow in the next issue.)

As the critics of Sentinel lined up
to shoot down ABM, the Army contin-
ued to build. The pressure to stop
construction was becoming huge, how-
ever, as 251 members of the National
Academy of Sciences wrote to the
President protesting the deployment of
Sentincl, calling it "irrational." Said
Dr. Jack Ruina, head of special labs
including Lincoln which does ABM
work, :iAt this point in time we do not
need a ballistic missile defense system
against China - they do not have any
intercontinental ballistic missiles." He
further said, ". .. it is relatively easy for
an opponent to deceive, exhaust, or
otherwise penetrate the Sentinel sys-
tem .. " On Feb. 1, 1969, Sen.
Edward Kennedy made public a letter
to Secretary of Defense Laird opposing
Sentinal deployment.

On Feb. 6, 1969, Secretary Laird
called a temporaty halt to Sentinal
work pending a review of the system
and our "commitments." On March
14, 1969 President Nixon put an end
to the farce of the anti-China ABM.
Nearly one billion dollars had been
wasted already, and the system would
clearly serve no purpose.
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LBJ faced a problem very similar to

that of his predecessors; in his case,
however, there was the added consider-
ation that there was evidence that the
Soviets were about to begin construc-
tion of their own ABM ringing Mos-
cow. While the military was by no
means certain of the effectiveness of
our ABM, and even less certain of the
Russians ability to build one, they
pressed for deployment anyway, giving
added fire to their argument, invoking
the Cold War adage that if the Russians
have something, we must equal or
better it. More than anything else, this
seems to have been one of the key
factors in Lyndon Johnson's decision
to build the ABM.

U.S. First Strike
The Russians can, and perhaps

should be blamed for beginning what
can be termed another round in the
escalation of the arms race; that some
blame falls on-them however, does not
justify the U.S. following suit. In fact,
the Joint Chiefs of Staff have promised
that for the forseeable future, we will
be able to penetrate any defense the
Soviets build, and that this does not
endanger our first-strike capability.
Any U.S. first-strike against the Soviet
Union can still wipe out over half the
population, two-thirds of the industry,
all the cities, etc. In other words, our
deterrent is still intact.

Fate of the Sentinel
Having made the decision to build

the ABM, however, a rationale was
needed for i,, and so, conceding that
we could not protect ourselves against
the Russians, the Chinese were labeled
as the object of the defense. The
absurdity of this was fully exposed in

In the history of mankind on this
planet, man has never had a weapon
that, once possessed, he could refrain
from using. Never has a weapon or
weapons system been devised that has
not been put into action, including,
sadly, a nuclear weapon. Apparently,
such is to be the case with the ABM.
There are certain individuals in this
country who seize upon every oppor-.
tunity to enlarge the defense budget,
no matter what the rationale, who in
doing so, hope also to enlarge their
own ego and/or their own pocketbook.
Such individuals usually represent
either the Armed Forces, or alternately
the major corporations doing large-
scale defense work in tafis country.
They employ tactics such as the Red
Scare, the Cold War, the threat of
radical creeping socialism, the idea of
"national security," and the threat that
if put out of business many people wil
soon find themselves unemployed.
President Eisenhower, in his farewell
speech, warned against their assumin
too much power, and thereby divertin
all available government funds for their
own ends. The name generallygiven
them today has become trite from
overusage, but let us not forget their
presence--the military-industrial com-
plex.

Pressure from complex
It is these people who apparently

impressed upon the political animal
known as Lyndon Johnson, that the
U.S. had the technical capacity to
produce the ABM, that the manpower
was available, that the system would
work even though it could never be
tested, and that our entrance into this
field would neither antagonize the Rus-
sians, nor revitalize the mad arms race.
LBJ apparently decided that it would
be best to please these people more
than any others, and while he may
personally have felt that the poverty-
stricken in this country could use the
five billion dollars better than they, his
political sixth sense, keenly developed
through 24 years of Congress, appar-
ently led him to let the military have
additional funds totalling five billion
dollars to supplement the 30 billion
that was already being spent on Viet-
nam. Actually, it is doubtful anyway,
even had the money not been appropri-
ated for ABM, whether the poor would
have got it; it must be remembered
that even with the surtax, in its final
year the Johnson Administration oper-
ated at a deficit of about 20 billion
dollars. When Pres. Nixon finally called
a halt to the Sentinel system, nearly
one billion dollars had already been
wasted.

ABM Primer
Any anti-ballistic missile system

works on the following principle. In
theory, ICBM's are launched at a na-
tion via high-altitude delivery systems,
and are intercepted with both long and
short-range missiles that you shoot
from the ground. The incoming mis-
siles are generally detected via forward
radars, while still several hundred miles
away. At this time, the ABM's are
launched, and a rough prediction of
thetrajectory of the offensive missile is
calculated, while the ABM carrying a
nuclear warhead is directed towards it.
The guidance on the ABM is directed
by ground radar and is capable of
some, though not a great deal, mid-
course maneuvering. When the defen-
sive missile gets close e'noigh to the
ICBM, its nuclear warhead explodes
destroying, in principle, the attacking
object.

If this could be guaranteed to work
as stated, thus giving the U.S. a securi-
ty blanket and a perfect first-strike
capability, there would be little ques-
tion as to the wisdom of its deploy-
ment. The ABM package, however,
comes with a staggering history of
miscues and foul-ups, of whichn some of
the most serious are the following.

Hangups of defense
Even in the most advanced system

known, radar cannot distinguish be-
tween real missiles and decoys. The
only effective way known to discrimi-
nate is to wait until all the attacking
missiles have come through the atmos-
phere so that the decoys will burn up,
and then at very short range, so that

the intercept is made just over the
intended target, the nuclear weapon
aboard the ABM has to be detonated,
producing all kinds of fallout, but in
theory destroying the incoming missile.
Unfortunately, against a- defense
system it is a simple maker for the
offense to saturate and overload the
defense at any one point, thus making
it vulnerable wherever the offense so
chooses. Thus far, there is no known
way of improving either the radars or
the selected deployment of the ABM.
In addition, the kill ratio of the num-
ber of offensive missiles destroyed by
each ABM is still far too low for it to
be effective. Remember, that when an
ABM is fired, it must carry a nuclear
weapon, because when intercepting the
offensive missile, it will miss it by a
distance so great, that a nuclear explo-

sion is the only one that can do the
trick.

In additon to these problems, there
is the interesting trouble that we have
yet to develop an effective kill-method,
i.e. a means of actually destroying the
nuclear weapon aboard the ICBM, to
prevent it from exploding anyway. The
first Nike-ABM's used a phenomenon
known as neutron-heating which was
found not to work over great enough
distances, such as the ones that will
exist between the ICBM and ABM
when the explosion takes place. The
method currently in vogue is one
known as X-Ray kill, but since the U.S.
·has solved the problem of defending its
ICBM's against the X-Ray, so presu-
mably can the Russians.

Radar blackout
By far the most interesting hang-up,

and one which will be impossible to
solve as long as radar is still the only
device used in tracking ICBM's is that
of radar blackout. Incidentally, largely
thanks to the work of Dr. Draper and
the Instrumentation Lab, this is one
problem that theoffensive missile need
not worry about; it concerns only the
guidance of the defensive missiles via
ground radar. What happens is this. As
soon as there is even one nuclear
explosion in the atmosphere, all the
radar for miles around is wiped out for
a lengthy period of time. Hence, when
one of the ABM's carrying a nuclear
warhead explodes to knock out the
first incoming missile, the gas that
comprises the air is ionized and takes
on the configuration of a metal. The
electrons are stripped off the molecules
in this fashion, and of course from this
point on, the radar waves cannot pene-
trate through the air, rendering the
entire radar useless, or "blacked-out."

however, we shall examine what action
Mr. Nixon who next assumed the
office of the Presidency was to take,
knowing full well that the Sentinel
system was, to quote an expression, "a
bomb." The alternative to drop the
system thus saving 5-6 billion dollars
was his. He knew that no ABM system
could be devised that would ever work;
he knew further that our offensive
deterrent, largely resting with our Po-
laris and Poseidon missiles on submar-
ines, was not being threatened at all,
and that there was stillno doubt that
the U.S. offensive firepower would
restrain anyone but a lunatic frpm
attacking. Finally he knew that a new
reason for deploying ABM would have
to be invented, for no one was buying
the anti-China story of his predecessor.

Mr. Nixon, like Lyndon Johnson,
both wanted and needed to work in
close harmony with the milit-
ary-industrial complex. He, however,
was not quite so free to say "no" to
ABM as Mr. Johnson was because the
money had, in fact, been promised,
and once promised, it is quite another
matter to take it away, as opposed to
declining to give it in the first place as
Mr. Nixon may have secretly wanted to
do in order to cut the budget.

Mr. Nixon chose not to buck the
military-industrial complex. He per-
haps had a chance to set a new
precedent, to reverse the trend, to
eliminate unnecessary spending, but
instead he decided to just let them
have the money and be done with it,
while at the same time coining a new
and much more sophisticated reason
for building the ABM, and calling it by
a different, more folksy name, Safe-
guard.

1(, I.

U.S. .Army Photo

Shown here is the Sprint short-range anti-balistic missile, which is
accelerated underground with a force of 100 g's, and emerges at a
speed of 2000 miles per hour.

Pres. Nixon had a chance to finish
ABM, once and for all; however, he
chose not to. Instead he announced his
own plan to construct a new ABM he
called "Safeguard." He probably
missed what could have been the
chance of a lifetime to stop the arms
race, however various pressures were
exerted on him to deploy an ABM of
some sort, and so he gave in.

The new Safeguard system will be
analyzed in detail in the next articl
along with speculation as to why Mr.
Nixon came to the decision he did, and
what it means to America. The new
system will be outlined along with its
chances for success.

Part Two
Lyndon B. Johnson is by nature a

political animal. Like most al other
recent presidents, he found it necessary
to work closely with the Armed Ser-
vices and the various corporations and
industries who contract for military
expenditures. Tradition also has it in
the United States government that
once an authorization is promised, it is
not rescinded even if a new administra-
tion assumes office. Such is the case
with Richard M. Nixon.

Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy
were both pressured to deploy an
anti-ballistic missile system.' Despite
this, both refused, in what later turned
out to be excellent decisions. Thus i
was not incumbent upon Lyndon
Johnson to give the go ahead on an
ABM, and he was more or less free to
act on his own.

the last article, with Secretary Laird
finally calling a halt to the Sentinel
Anti-China ABM last February. Per-
haps the best summary of the whole
matter.was given by Dr. Jerome Wies-
ner, provost of MIT, when he said, "We
ought to regard the Sentinel as a bad
joke perpetrated on us by Mr. MacNa-
mara and Mr. Johnson in an election
year. It seems to me that their very
rationalization-that it was to defend
us against the Chinese, but that we
would stop building it if the Russian,
agreed not to build one--demonstrates
that." And finally these words from
Dr. C. Stark Draper, director of the
Instrumentation Laboratory' at MIT
since 1939, "I believe that Mr. MacNa-
mara got enchanted with the sound of
his own voice."

Clearly, Lyndon Johnson is a ra-
tional man, and with almost every
responsible scientist and politician in
the country decrying the irrationality
of building an anti-ballistic missile
system against the Communist Chinese,
who, in the words of Dr. Jack Ruina,
head of special labs at MIT, still "do
not have any intercontinental ballistic
missiles," he could not have seriously
believed that China needed defending
against. Among the people opposing
the Sentinel were Prof. Hans Bethe and
Prof. George Wald of Harvard, both
Nobel Laureates,

Hence Mr. Johnson must have had
another reason for agreeing to deploy
the ABM. Let us examine what it
might have been

{continued from page 4)
I refer to any such suppression,

anywhere.
3) ROTC as it stands (co 'Cses receiving
academic credit etc.) should be abol-
ished or radically changed to bring into
line with the other proper activities of
the university.
4) I believe that the issue of MIT-
sponsored research and design of the
instruments of war is too important to
let lie.

The community should make an
overt decision, real and public on
whether such research should continue.
This is an issue of rights in conflict: is
the issue one of academic freedom or
peace.

Then the decision must be
implemented.

I intendpto look for ways that such
a decision may be made.

I personally would not perform
such research work.
5) Our letter suggested that MIT take a
stand against the actions of the BU and
Harvard Administrations. To this I
cannot yet subscribe nor do I think I
shall.

I am still collecting information on
that one.

Some comments on the raison

d'etre for the letter: we all felt a desire
to take a stand as individuals, follow-
ing the actions of the SDS and the
school administration.

The purpose of such a stand is to
galvanize discussion on the issues
which ought to deeply trouble every
.member of this community.

A crisis in community is fragment-
ing our world. We do know one
another nor do we wish to. Can one
discriminate against, fight, kill people
that one understands?

The gap is rationalized in too many
ways: suburb vs. city, communist vs.
capitalist vs. the third world, morality
vs. fht forces of darkness.

In the days when our major worry
ought to be getting together, working
together to conquer the problems of
our world, we remain ourselves...to the
end.

What I have just written are worth-
less generalizations, worthless until
actions are put behind them.

It will, I hope, be the policy of this
government and the community to
sponsor and lead such actions.

The god is ambitious. But we need
it.

Steve Ehrmann
Executive Committee

.. (~t~easetu tro Page I o)

latest ABM?
Thus, the ABM is self-defeating in this
aspect. Even should an ABM be con-
structed that would not need to carry a
nuclear weapon, all an enemy would
need to do is explode the nuclear
weapon itself, somewhere high over the
vicinity of the ultimate target, and a
minute later follow it in with a fleet of
missiles carrying 50-megaton bombs.

Finally, it must be recognized that
ICBM's are not the only way of deliver-
ing a bomb. Submarines, airplanes,
carriers, and remote control detonation
devices are all possible. One interesting
method is to simply detonate via re-
mote control a nuclear weapon left
underwater near a city's harbor. The
device is exploded and the wind carries
the deadly fallout into the city.

Not one of these problems can be
avoided by the ABM system. Now,

v11eus
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(continuedfrom page 1)
out their bursar's cards to those volun-
teering to smuggle groceries and soft
drinks into the'Yard from local super-
markets.

Bust warned
Around 3:30 am word spread

through the building that someone had
"intercepted" a police call supposedly
speaking of a 5:00 bust. Veterans of
similar situations smiled. They were
well familiar with the cops-and-robbers
security games that accompany com-
munity-type demonstrations. Within
the hour, though, nobody was smiling.
Police vans and busses converged on
Harvard Yard from Arlington, Boston,
Cambridge, Newton, Somerville,
Watertown, and the Metropolitan Dis-
trict Commission, depositing an esti-
mated 250 riot-equipped police, com-
plete with helmets, sticks, shields,-and
Mace, a form of concentrated tear gas
in aerosol cans.

Vote to move
When it appeared that police action

was imminent, it was quickly decided
that for safety's sake, those inside the
building should move to the first floor.
The students, approximately 200 in
number, were filtering down to the
crowded lobby as the, announcement
was made that' about 250 State Police
had been seen entering Harvard Yard in
busses. I moved to a window and saw
that a perimeter was being held by the
mixed delegations of police already in
the yard as the baby-blue-helmeted
State Police marched toward the oc-
cupied hall in twos through the fixst
blue light of dawn.

As the lobby was filled, those on
the outside of the group closest to each
door linked their arms as a show of the
only resistance to be offered the police
and began singing "We Shall Not Be
Moved" while swaying back and forth.
I clipped my press card prominently to
my suit coat pocket and moved to the
side of the unoccupied area, clipboard
in hand, and continued taking notes.

Police smash in
Apprehension- filled the crowded

mass as the chained outside door gave
way to the State Police. The double
inside door, the only barrier left, soon
followed as the vanguard of Massachu-
setts' highly-trained gendarmes charged
the group, riot sticks swinging as fast as
they could be lifted and brought to
rest upon their longhaired targets. As
an apparent gesture of meager defer-
ence to the press, I was grabbed and
given an angry shove in the direction of
the frantic students with the epithet,
"Get the fuck out of here if you know
what's good for you" before being
clubbed across the back. Retreating
into the group, I v'was sickened as I
watched the all-too-real parallel of the
Columbia incident that people had
claimed or prayed "couldn't happen
here."

Blood flows
The crimson hue of fresh blood

rapidly advanced into competition
with the baby-blue of the helmets as
the color of the day. It flowed from
the screaming faces of girls lying on the
floor while being repeatedly kicked, it
soaked the shirts of desperate students
trying to break away long enough to
jump out windows in last-ditch
attempts to escape the still-flying
clubs, and it stained the previously
clean white rags that were tossed at
one of Harvard's deans in an expression
of personal disgust that was later
labeled assault and battery.

As the group moved with inexor-
able slowness toward the other door to
the outside, a number of students were
herded toward an arched anteroom,
the other exit to which was apparently
blocked. The riot squad followed, and
the screams from inside were still
audible over ,the commotion outside.

Upon reaching the outside door,
the group.was net 6nce more by police
who hustled them down the stair-
way into the Yard, many with the aid
of helping shoves in the right direction.
I was sickened by the sight -of-a
longhaired couple being dragged face
down across the stone steps immedi-
ately before the feeling was dwarfed by'
a point-blank spray of Mace from a
policeman whose grim smile. will be
hard to forget...
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450 cops bust Harvard sit-in
No longer doubting the power of

modern chemistry to totally destroy all
will to resist, I felt nearly grateful to
the policeman who pulled me to one of
the many waiting police wagons. The
twenty or so in its cramped interior
were part of approximately 200 who
were carted off to cells in the basement
of the Third District Court of Middle-
sex County in the Lechmere area of
Cambridge. As we were taken one by
one for booking, I was searched, asked
for identification, photographed, and
escorted to an 18 by 24 foot unven-
tilated cell which was soon filled with
82 of the participants. After nearly
two hours, an officer appeared to take
the names of people who believed they
were sufficiently injured for hospital
treatment. They were later removed
from the cell. A member of the Massa-
chusetts Public Defenders advised us
that his organization and a number of
law students would agree to represent
in court those who so wished. After
about three hours of sweltering, a
bucket of ice water and a cup were
passed in and carefully rationed.
Around 9 am guards began removing
prisoners to a 6 by 24 foot cell which
felt luxurious after our cramped quar-
ters until it began to fill up with a total
of 41. Someone down the hall had
turned on a radio and medical reports
of multiple fractured skulls and the
like began filtering through the stale
air. In-comparison my back began to
feel a bit better.

We were called upstairs to the
courtroom beginning at about 11 am in
rough alphabetical order. I informed
the clerk that I was at the demonstra-
tion as a reporter, which was appar-
ently a mistake, for I was required to
fill out a long personal history and sit
at the back of a box for over an- hour
as I watched the others being run
through, about one every 45 seconds.
Harvard students were released on per-
-anal recognizance, while others were
;ent back downstairs to await posting
of $20 bail on trespass charges, except
for assault and battery charges, which
received $1000 tags. Finally my name
was' called and I was told to await my
$20 bail as assurance that I would
reappear on April 18 to answer
charges.

Bail hassles
After a while in my new cell, a

guard gave in to my pleas for a
telephone call and I informed Thte
Tech of the situation. Around 2:45 pm
I was taken upstairs as one of the
staffers who had cqome with the bail
told me that it had taken since 1:30 to
find somebody who would admit any
record of my presence. Twenty dollars
crossed the clerk's counter and we left.
We drove back to Harvard as state-
ments of position were springing up
throughout MIT and Harvard denounc-
ing the methods the administration
used in handling the situation.
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We have a practice called
"planned mobility," a kind of
intramural job hopping. It
means you don't go into a training
program. You go to work-at
different growth jobs that broaden
you professionally, benefit you
personally, and help you find the
specific field you want to grow in.
Here's how it worked for
Jim Davis, an M.E. from the
University of Pittsburgh:
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"My first assignment was -
installation of improved polymer
transfer systems," says Jim.
"Then some research. A patent
was issued on my device to
apply steam to a running
threadline. Next I was a college
recruiter. After that I worked
on a five-year forecast of the
company's engineering needs.
Now I'm in a cost
reduction group."
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For Jim, it added up to six
assignments in six years.
This may be some kind of a
record. But he didn't
waste time. Every day of
it was solid profit.
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Your Du Pont recruiter is a
guy a lot like Jim. Ask him
about planned mobility.
Ask him anything. The coupon
-il get you some background
information before you
meet him.
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6 jobs in 6 years is called job hopping?
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Law School students, but the Law
Faculty did not vote to support the
strike. An "Ad Hoc Committee to
Keep Harvard Open" of less than 30
students went on record in support of
the decision to use police in opposition
to the strike.

The Radcliffe Union of Students
and the Harvard Undergraduate Coun-
cil also supported the strike. The Har-
vard Cnrmson reported that, on Friday
morning, the strike appeared to be
about 75 percent effective.

Another mass student meeting is
planned for 7:30 Monday evening in
Sanders Theater to discuss further
action, including a possible expansion
of the strike.

Here at the Institute, a group of 13
students-including promrinent lFC
officers-issued a personal statement
on the Harvard disruptions and circu-
lated it over the campus. The state-
ment said, "We feet that all parties
involved were lacking in the fulfillment
of their moral and professional obliga-
-tionss _ - _
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scholarships that were revoked follow-
ing an anti-ROTC demonstration last
winter, and 5) A referendum on the
future of ROTC, and restructuring of
the University's governing arrange-
ments. SDS members and sympathizers
agreed to the strike, but organized their
own picket line.

Only the dropping of criminal
charges was immediately granted at the
faculty meeting on Friday, although
the police action was "deplored." The
special committee will investigate and
consider the remaining four demands
made by the Memorial Church
meeting.

About 3000 members of the Har-
vard community-students and faculty
-voted Thursday for the strikte.
Meetings were held all over campus,
and various resolutions passed. The
unconditioxql resignation of President
Pusey was demanded by about 500

(Continued from page 1)
the campus, and who opposed Harvard
expansion into the community. The
meeting was also attended by persons
who did not support the demonstators
but expressed shock at President
Pusey's decision to call in police and
the resulting 5 a.m. tumult. Significant
disagreement between the factions on
the building occupation became a
major feature of the situation at Har-
vard Thursday and Friday, but both
the moderates and the SDS supporters
at the meeting expressed sharp dis-
approval of the police action.

A list of five demands was drawn
up as the objective of the three-day
strike. They are: 1) No further police
action on campus, 23 No criminal
charges or scholarship cuts to be
brought-against the protestors (proba-
tion being agreed upon as the strongest
punishment), 3) The restoration of
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for the University m ran
OUR NEW SUITS FOR SPRING

An ever-growing number of undergraduates
are being attracted to the trim lines of the suits
with waist suppression and deep side vents. For
them, we have had lightweight polyester and
wool blends tailored in this University model.
Colors and patterns include solid grey or navy,
tan plaids and oxford grey with blue striping.
Coat and trousers.. $90 to $95

Our traditionat model is also availablc
in Xpftle, plaids andsolidrsof the

same mauteials, from $ 80 

ESTALIUSHED U1S1

itaXCX~rs~sas /ggy S

Tn's sr Boys` Furntisings 4.ttt5 tBl~O 
346 MADISON AVE., COR. 44TH ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017

46 NEWBURY, COR. BERKELEY, BOSTON, MASS. 02116
ATLANA -CHICAGO -LAOS ANCELES PITTSBURCH - SAN FRANCISCO * WASHINGCOWN

You're invited to the fourth annual spring show of the Cam-
bridge Art Association at the Coop. A highlight of the Asso-
ciation's 25th anniversary, the show features original water
colors, collages and various print media.

APR5L1-15 Harvard Coop Book Store
APRIL 17 30 M.l.T. Student Center Coop

Admission Free Vote for "Beost of Show"

Strike meeting listsdemandss;
Harvardrestructuringasked Anyone interested in working on Freshman Orientation, including

planning course conferences, activites midway, and other activities,
should leave his name in the Inscomm Office, X 2696.

Anyone interested in the Student Center should come to- the
Student Center Committee meeting Thursday at 10 pm. Location will be
announced.

Nominations for the Stewart Awards should be turned in to Harold
Federow by Wednesday. The award is for outstanding extracurricular
participation.

A new secretariat is being formed. People with ideas about what it
could or should do should contact Karen Wattel, X 2696. If you're
interested in participating in it, leave your name too.

* MIT Urban Action needs old comic books to help kids who have
an aversion to reading become interested in reading something, old parts
of radios, motors, etc. so that boys can begin to learn how to put them
together through Tutoring Plus. Items may be dropped off at Room
W20437 in the Student Center or call Jules Schroeder at 547-4681.

Tonight the Modern Man Society is presenting a talk by Morton
Sobell, recently released from prison after serving 17 years for allegedly
spying for the Russians, in the Mezzanine Lounge of the Student Center
at 8 pm.

*Wellesley College cordially invites members of the MIT community
to "'69 and the Arts," a show exhibiting the art of the class of '69,
Tuesday evening, April 15, in the Javett Aort Center.

*Pi Kappa Alpha will hold an open house for prospective members
tonight at 7:30 pm in the West Lounge, Student Center. All interested
students are invited to attend.

*Interviews for Finance Board members will be held Tuesday, April
15 beginning at 7 pm in the Finance Board office, W20-401. Students.
interested in running for a position on Finance Board should sign up
with the Student government secretary in W20 401 or call X 2696. Any
questions may be directed to Robert McGregor, Finance Board Chair-
man, at X 3214, 247-8029, or 2624026.

*The MIT Class of '69 will operate a Hotel Information Clearing
House for acccomodations sof parents during Commencement week. At
thiis time we have reserved 75 ro)oms at a Boston hotel. For further
information contact Shelley Fleet at X 7766.

*WTBS will broadcast the Karl Taylor Compton Seminars this week
at 8 pm Wednesday and Thursday, at 88.1 MHz FM and 640 KHz Am.

PlARTHENON RESTAUJRANT
AUTHENTIC GREEK CUlSflVE

EXCELLENT EUROPEAN AND) AMERICAN WINES
ALL KINDS OF LIQUOR

UNIQUE HELLENIC ATMOSPHERE FEATURING
THE ANCIENT GREEK PARTHENON

OPEN EVERY DAY
~~~~~~~~~~~11 a.m. to _p.m.

_ | - ~~~~~~~~Extremely Modierate Prices
- l ~~~~~~For Reservations CMl 491-9592

S ~~~924 Mass* Ate.
-gas ~~~~(BETWEEN HARVARD AND

_~~~~~CNRLSURS

Store hours:
8:50 to 5:30
Mon.-Sat
(Harvard Sq.
open Thurs.
'tl 9 p. m.)

The Collegiate Department Store
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even admits to abdicating respon-
sbility.
Q: In the context of everything
that a university stands for, that
doesn't seems to make sense. Assum-
ing that one takes advantage of all the
opportunities for becoming an edu-
cated person that the University
offers, you can't help but be led to
draw some conclusions about what is
right or wrong with society as a
whole.

Structural deformities of education
No, I really would question that. I

really think that if the University were
indeed free and relatively undirected
by society, but directed instead by
inner goals, objective study, preserva-
tion of everyone's freedom, etc., we_
would all be radical. That is a personal
opinion, but I think it is the truth.
What happens at a university, and in
fact in the whole schooling system, is
that the structure and curriculum of
the schooling system militates against
our making certain decisions, and
having -certain views and values. It
militates against our making conscious
decisions in our. own interest and the
interest of the people arou'nd us. by
suggesting that other people will make
all the decisions for us. it says that
our teachers will make the right deic-
isions, or that the administration or
the faculty will do everything for us.
In fact it trains us not to think in the
terms that have to be thought in. It
trains us to think in terms of how do I
do what someone else has told me to
do. It trains us to ask how can I
enforce this honor code on myself
when this honor code has been figured
out by. someone else. U never really

-questions morals or the reasons that
are behind what is being done. Now of
course these are generalizations and
they are not true across the board, but
I think they have a lot of appli-
cability.
Q: You are talking about the pro-.
bleres of an authoritarian body, some-
thing that you have mentioned before.
Do you want to go into that, espe-
cially in relation to the administration
of a university?
A: At a university this now exists;
the situation has just evolved, but it is
not consciously evil. It is just a struc-
tural evolution. It is a climate where
the students assume that the admini-
stration and faculty are working in
their interest and are making decisions
in their interest, and that therefore
they don't have to concern them-
selves about making decisions about
their own lives. At the same time
there is a tremendous hesitancy even
to think in terms of questioning these
groups. People don't even think of
asking why the classroom is structured
as it is, and why we are told to do
homework and take tests. People
don't even approach these problems,
and it is not because they are so
difficult, but because they are outside
the normal scope of thinking. We have
been trained for so long not to do it,
and that. is obviously bad. One has
only to look at a faculy meeting and
see the way people sit, to know that
the relationship between faculty and
students has become - maybe the
word perverted is strong - but it is
closer to the truth than "com-
munity-like."

Building community
Q: Well, how do you go about get-
ting closer to that, getting a sense of

community? That has been something
that has been batted around this
campus a lot.
A:I think that we have to begin to
break down the barriers that exist. We
begin to break down the conception
that by fiat the faculty member is

right. Instead the faculty person and
student should relate as equals, per-
sonality-wise and human-wise, with

the understanding that the human
professor is a little more experienced.
When he is right it will be clear to the
student. Things should not be accep-
ted as premises or historical prece-
dents. They should be argued out,
over and over, and justified again and
again.' The status quo has got to be
justified.

But on a more personal level, what
has to be done is that students and
faculty have to begin to relate in ways

By Charles Mann ally becoming the case; people are
Photos by George Flynn reading now. There is a guy outside

Q: As the most political and least selling a special of the Oled Mole on
establishment UAP that there has the Harvard demonstration and every
been here in a long time, how do you single kid he has approached has
feel you are going to fit in with bought it.
whatever establishment exists? The readership of The Tech will go
A: The system that now exists will up, the readership of the new maga-
be defined by how we use it, so that zine (the Up Against the Wall - St.
part of the question is probably some- Journal) will be very high. People will
what irrelevant. As far as working. attend the outdoor rallies that will be
with the administration is concerned held every day until the end of the
it is not all that difficult. Conflicts year. People will get information.
will be resolved. People will talk. Clearly the General
Q. How will they be resolved? What Assembly is a very good mechanism
happens if the students go outside the for canvassing and personalized talk.
boundaries of action that the admini- An example of new media are the
stration lays down? two statements made by some mem-
A: That depends on what the issue bers of the IFC, and by all six mem-
is. If the issue is important enoughto bers of the Executive Committee.
go outside those bounds, then the These papers put across two different
situation will just have to be resolved viewpoints but they both will-serve to
one way or another. We might as well promote discussion and talk.
talk about a specific example, lie Q What about proceding to a few
Harvard. more technical points about the oper-

Hiavard incidents ations of the Assembly. What do you
Q: All right, what do you think think the operations of the Executive
about a group of students who have Committee will be now that we have
taken it into their own hands to go one?
beyond the bounds of order that have A. The Executive Committee will
been laid down at Harvard? basically do what it did last night:
A: I might ask you with a great deal speak for iself and how it feels. It wi

more feeling what you think about a not speak in the name of the student
university administration that prac- body unless it has polled the student

tices exploitive housing policies, de- body.
fends the rights of the American Inolvement and a little politics
military, and calls in the cops to deal Q. After you have assumed that
with its "community brothers," but I people do get this information, how
won't. I think the kids up at Harvard do you really get them involved in this

might have made a tactical error, but whole process? I think that the ideas
that is a difficult argument . . . the we are talking about, at least in Large
issues at Harvard are very clear. Har- part, suggest that there are a great

vard's housing policies in the city of many people interested.
Cambridge are grotesque. Then there A. It is clear that people will become

are the evils of displacing a dean from involved in much wider struggles -
a building. To discuss that in the same say against the war or war-related
breath or tone that you talk about researchoranythinglikethat.
Harvard removing families from their, There are two ways. One way is
housing in Cambridge is just to utter that we recognize that we have a

:inanities. One only has to listen to responsibility to- other people. We
Ptisey to know what is going on at admit tfat a student is a prvileged
Harvard, and who is in fact justified. person. That a student at MIT is, in

fact, one of a privileged elite that is
_ very difficult to describe, and as such

_ · he has a responsibility to those people
!t:.11 1|1 t who have been institutionally de-

.. _ o | | | 4prived of similar privileges in this
· Eli | ksociety. Our responsibility includes

'_ a a | = being social critics and attempting to
".. A' " a:a r ' ' night the wrongs that now exist.

But the other -way the student will
become involved in seeking social

E I i E ; -s:.change is that we will all begin to
realize that working for such change is

!lo , :~:. .. in our interest - that the end of the
war is in our interest, that indeed the

A\;. , ' '\ '''war serves the interest of a small class
Q: You have said before that discus- of people, that the end of an eco-
sions and such things ought to take nomic and social order that militates

place, for example in the General against people relating to people in
Assembly. What are your ideas about human and free manner is also in our
getting this sort of internal conver interest and we will work toward

sation going? ending that system.
A: Before action is taken by a group Institutional responsibility
of people, there has to be a group of Q. What about the specific position

people who know what is going on. of MIT as an institution in the affairs
For example, to take action at MIT of Cambrdge and on a much broader

with respect to war-related research scale? You are talking about the
there would have to be people who responsibilities of the people involved.

knew what the action was about, What about the institution.?
would agree that it was justified and A. Clearly the first thing is for the
would work toward its fulfillment. institution to stop those actions which

That comes about when groups like are bad, while retaining present posi-
SACCmakeknow ther feling andtive aspects. The negative actions in-f

AC maekopwns pthi feelngsard thve apros Tengatieatinmnopinions, put forward the program clude it's relationship to the com-
support, and work toward its imple- munity of Cambridge. It seems that
mentation. If it became necessary to there is an honest effort now to meet
take some militant action, then they them in some small way.
go ahead and do that. But the sugges- With regard to the war and with

tion that students should vote on regard to the political ideology of the
issues like the war and RO TC is kind country at this time, I think that MIT

of convoluted. You don't vote on serves a purpose that is in many ways
other peoples' lives; you vote on your repugnant. Everybody knows tha

own. You vote on a thing like aca- M IT does research in things like ABM
demic reform. But to have an M IT and the Poseidon missile systems, and
student vote on the condition of even more to the point, all-weather
housing in Cambridge or the war in helicopters in the instrumentation

V iet N am is to make believe that such labs. N ow any idiot can see that these
votes either have any effect or some are to be used in Viet Nam. To my

sort of moral justification. mind this is insane b y any rational
Communication standard you use. T here is no real

Q: OK then, you are talking mostly need for the radical standards of the
in terms of information an d discus- new left. If you just think what the
sion. What sort of channels for that do stated ideology of the university is -

you want to open? What do you think to foster the free interchange of
might be put into effect in a reason- kn owledgethen all you have to do

able amount of time? is ask whether or not guns and heli-
A: Th e key point is that information copters that can be used to put down
is transmitted when there is inform a- people are doing anything to foster

tion to be transmitted. That is actu- the free interchange of knowledge. It

is obvious that the whole thing is just
a lot of bullshit.

But we really have to go beyond
that kind of denial of such research.
We must oppose it because it serves a
colonialist mentality and is used to
enforce our will, our shall we say "law
and order" in places like Viet Nam,
the Dominican Republic and
Guatemala.

ROTC
Q. Consider the position of the uni-
versity in a few more specific areas.
What about the issue of ROTC that
was very recently brought to our
attention?
A. I think the ROTC issue is focused
on too much, but again it -is really
very clear cut. ROTC is an organiza-
tion that is under the direct control of
the United States Military and Presi-
dent Nixon, as that row of pictures
over in the ROTC office tells us. That
in itself says that ROTC shouldn't be
on a university campus as it has
nothing to do with a free interchange
of ideas. But that is not the main
point. What is of real consequence is
that ROTC trains people to take part
in supporting a status quo which is
oppressive, to put down black and
student militants in this country, in

the ghettos and on the campuses, and
to put down revolutionaries across the
ocean. I think that anyone who is
going to maintain that ROTC is useful
is going to have to make some con-
voluted argument that people who are
being trained to kill and oppress are
going to serve some sort of social
purpose. That is inconceivable.

CIS and Poli. ScL and Socialization
Q. In terms of. social responsibility
what do you think of the attitude of
the Institute community as a whole
toward involvement in social and poli-
tical problems? The community does
not seem political or at least not
radical.
A.- To say that the university is not
political is an error; the university is

very political. If one looks at the
Political Science department or the
Center for International Studies at
MIT, one quickly discovers that what

is done in these places is very political
and biased. It is biased toward sup-
porting an ideology and a set of
arguments to justify the adventures of
the United States government. Look
at what Pool and Pye spend their time

doing; either formulating policy that
can be employed in places like Viet
Nam and Guatemala or arguing out

rationalizations for what has already
been done, never really discussing
what is really at stake, which is the
future of financial interest.

There are other ways that the
University serves to reinforce the
status quo. Like Pusey up at Harvard
said, "I never said that the world
outside is the best of all possible
worlds; our job is to train people for
it." At first glance that seems like an
obvious statement but one begins to
wonder. If the job of the University is
to train people for the status quo then
clearly the job of the University is not
to be an objective institution of higher
learning. The status-quo defines cer-
tain values and sanctions certain moti-
vations. If the University is to train us
for that, it has to sacrifice its primary
goals. And Pusey even admits that the
world he trains us for is not that good.
What kind of horseshit is that? He (

H o

rot ' c

other than in the classroom, which is
so structured that thirty students sit
and face one faculty person as their
divine leader.

Who runs the clabroom
Q: What about that with specific
respect to the advisory system?
A: The advisory system should ob-
viously be on a much more personal
level, with both students and faculty
advising. But it is more important to
ask questions about how the class-
room should be run. One can ask what
the format for classroom activities
should be, where classroom activities
should be, what the curriculum should
be and who should decide it, who
should teach and how many should be
in a class.
Q:. Assuming you really want these
changes to be made, how do you go
about getting people involved in
making them?
A: On these issues, the issues of
academic reform, the only way is to
make people realize that these changes

,.arxe possible, that. these changes will
result in a much better environment,
and we are therefore worth fighting
for. When that is done, when we
concern ourselves at the university
with learning to think and relate to
people, instead of trying to succeed at
what someone else is telling us to try
to do, then we will be ready to
become social critics.

That, I think, is the role of the
intellectual, to be a social critic who
constructs viable alternatives to what

IS, so that there can, in fact, be social
change.
Q: You are talking, I think, in a large
part about something which really
doesn't exist here now - an intellec-
tual community. Do you have any
ideas about how to go about loosening
up the whole atmosphere to permit
that kind of person-to-person contact?
A: There are some very simple and
immediate things, like getting rid of

requiremgMts and grading - small ob-
structions to personal relationships.
Getting rid of things that produce an

aura of authority about small groups
of people - like the faculty. Another
thing is to loosen up the living groups
on campus. But that can only be done

by breaking down the sexually re-
pressed nature of campus life which

can in turn only be done by having
coeducational living. This is something
that has to come about before you

can make any constructive changes in
living conditions. -

Sex repression in living groups
Q: What about some specific ques-
tions on the position of living groups.
What do you think the position of the
fraternities ought to be?
A: Fraternities are small living
groups where a group of people who
have a number of things in common
get together. The fact that fraternities
are all male to my mind completely
militates against their being what their
by-laws say they would like to be - a
community of people who are living
together in a very personal and bro-
therly fashion. You can't do that
separately. Guys can't do that without
girls. And in fact girls can't do that
without guys.

What that says is that the frater-
nities should be evolving towards a
-state where they are communal in

structure. The same could be said for
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is very important for the educational
content it offers a student, they ought
to be able to make that clear to the
student, instead of taking on the
authoritarian role of demanding it of
the students. That, to me, is much
more profitable. That's how we can
break down much of the poor rela-
tionships that develop between stu-
dents and faculty. There is no need
for it. If the requirements axe just,
then students will take them. If they
don't take them, then the reason will
be that they are not just, or that the
students are not motivated. If the
students are taking a course aren't
motivated, it's really a waste of time.
Q: You were talking about pre-
senting the students here with a great
deal of freedom. I don't think any one
here, including the two of us, is readto
make all the right decisions. How do
you go about providing the informa-
tion, the guidance, and the leadership
that are necessary to get people
through here with freedom and an
education.
A: Many things that you say are
right. The thing that is most evident is
that the process is difficult. The myth
is that it is simple, and that myth is
prevalent right now. If you examine
what goes on, you see that a group of
people sit down and establish a set of
requirements for everybody under the
assumption that it's really a simple
problem, that everytlody has similar
needs, similar desires, and similar mo-
tivations, and that therefoae one can
really make an across-the-board set of
requirements. But that's just ludi-
crous.

The problem is a very difficult
one, and we ought to admit it. Differ-
ent people *have different needs.
Therefore what has to be done is to
individualize the process. How it can
work is that an incoming student
would be given various suggestions,
would talk with his advisors, and
would formulate a program. In no
way could it be worse than the pro-
gram that he is formulating now, and
the likelihood is that it will be much
better. When mistakes are made - we
learn from mistakes. That is one of
the ways in which people learn. One
suggestion is that higher education
should be restructured to the extent

that the only thing that is asked of the;
student t6 get a degree is that he writ:
a thesis, not of the kind we write now-'
that basically reflects nothirig, but
instead a very deep and understanding
thesis that shows mastery of the sub-
ject. If that restructuring were done,
then people wouldn't even have to go
to school. We could stay on campus or
off campus, could work, could do just
about anything. That's a re-definition
of higher education that is rapidly
coming ainto vogue.

Life style
Q: More than anything else you are
suggesting what amounts to a radical
revision of life style. What are your
ideas of how people in an undergradu-
ate community ought to live, and how
their attention and energy ought to be
directed?
A: That's a difficult question be-
cause it's the most complex question.
What characterizes the life style I
would choose is a willingness to relate
to other people in human and free
terms, and a willingness to be very
natural. That sounds very trite, but I
think it is not. We must be willing to
forgo the established codes; to do
what we wish to do. Kids who play
ball out on the Kresge Plaza, the
people who are relating to one
another, usually are political for one
reason or another. The way in which
we conduct a meeting, say a General
Assembly meeting, is not by Robert's
Rules of Order. It's natural, light, and,
hopefully, loose so that people will be
honest and talk to one another. I'm
talking 'about moving- towards a
society in which no one would even
think about exploiting, manipulating,
or killing his brothers. You know
we've simply got to take all the
pejorative connotations out of "fuck-
ing over." When we've made that kind
of intellectual and social gain a social-
ist anarchist order will work.
Q: What do you mean by "loose?
A: Remember the argument between
John Lennon of the Beatles and some
of the more hard-core militant leftists.
The militants suggest, to put it very
simply, that the sole need for change
is institutional; Lennon says it's indivi-
dual. I think it is a cross between the
two. We have to begin to change

(Prease turn ro Page 1 OI

for making this kind of decision?
A: No, I'm not sure of that at all,
but I think that when the faculty
becomes aware of the situation as it
really exists, they will assume new
responsibilities. That is, all one has to
do is go to a faculty meeting and it
becomes blatantly obvious that in a
large part the faculty is not concerned
with policy decisions or having any-
thing to do with what is happening

1 ~C,,

Q: What do you mean "rectified?"
The whole idea is that if you put the
best professors with the best students
at the same place, something good
comes out.
A: Well, to me that idea is basically
naive. Clearly it is naive when the
school is working towards the preser-
vation of the status quo and the status
quo is unjust and violent. But it is also
naive in a utopian sense. It suggests
.@.f. .

the dormitories, except on a slightly
larger scale. The dormitories now are
nothing more than hotels. What pos-
sible role can a hotel have on a
university campus? It's really just
insane. It's quite simple, as long as we
avoid facing the question of sex re-
pression squarely by moving toward a
freer environment in which sex is
recognized as something really beauti-
ful, we'll all be thoroughly fucked up.
Look at that - we're even trained to
use the words in a pejorative sense.

Q: Speaking of living groups,
what do you think of the implications
of the proposal that was recently
made to bring a much greater part of
the student body on the campus,
includingboth graduates and under-
graduates?
A:- That's a good idea, but it has
more to do with the housing crisis; it's
not going to alleviate the ridiculous
imbalance between the sexes at MIT.
In fact, the only thing that is going to
alleviate that is if we also alleviate the
imbalance between the sexes at
places such as Wellesley and Simmons.
What we will have to do is break down
this myth that students at MIT are
different from students at BU and
that students at BU are different from
students at Harvard, etc.

We are all people, and we should
be l'ving together. There is no reason
why peoply' from different schools
can't be living on the same campus, at
MIT as well as at other schools. That
is what should happen.

Faculty Power.
Q: A lot of the Ufings you're talking
about are, in the minds of most
people, fairly political kinds of issues.
The people I'm specifically thinking
of are the faculty. What kind of things
do you expect to happen when you
have to work with them?
A: Basically I think the faculty, like
the students, are also citizens and
therefore ought to concern themselves
with political issues. I think the
faculty understands that, just as stu-
dents do, so that it is not the key
question. The key question is how the
faculty will regard what is presently
occurring on this campus, how they
will take to students asserting their
own rights to participate in decision-
making.

One role the faculty can take is to
try to defend what it thinks is its own
power, thereby confiicting with the
students and serving to obstruct us
from -any real gains in decision-
making. But the other role that the
faculty can take, and the only one
which makes any sense to me, isor
them to seek, with the students, to
undermine the illegitimate authority
of the Board of Trustees. As it now
stands, the faculty doesn't have -any
real power on this campus. When it
comes right down to it, it's the Board
of Trustees that makes the final deci-
sions and is really responsible to no
one. The faculty is going to have to
fight this problem at some point too.
It seems to me that issue is going to
arise very soon.

Trustee power!
Q: You are making villains out of the
trust. Why do you choose to pick
on them?
A. It's not so much villains as the
structure that exists. The structure in
many ways defines the people in it.
Regrettably, whether I ike or dislike
certain trustees, the trustees are in the
position of having all the power on
this-.campus. Simply put, the total
authority that the' have is llegiti-
mate. There are no justifications that I
can see for them having control over
the way I spend these four years. Nor
are there any justifications for them4
having the kind of control they have
over the direction which decision-
making at MIT goes.

One can also examine the role that
the trustees are playing in other areas,
for instance their power in large com-
panies in this countries, as Standard
Oil, Lockheed, Boeing etc. etc. That
would be a long discussion. Suffice it
to say that upon examination one
finds that a good segment of Mill's
"power elite" are t-stees at MIT.
Q: Are you sure that the faculty
really wants' to take the responibility

administratively at MiT. But the
reasons for that are that they have no
power and because they're bound by a
whole lot of premises that I think axe
really fallacious. If the faculty con-
cerned itself with MIT practices vis a
vis wzar-related activities and things
lke ROTC and research, as much as it
concerned itself with questioning acti-
vities like SACC and sanctuary, then it
would be able to effect changes. That
has to be done.

If the faculty concerned itself with
the hiring practices of MIT, and with
the curriculum of MIT in a construc-
tive political fashion, by questioning
whether or not the curriculum should
be molded around the status quo or
should be molded around an objective
evaluation that could serve as a cri-
tique of the status quo, then it could
effect everything about this
university.
Q: What about the relationship be-
tween the people who come here to
be students, and the administration
and the faculty, and the whole ques-
tion of MIT being a school for scien-
tists and engineers? The things that
you axe talking about are more in the
context of a humanistic environment,
rather than a technical one.

Science
A: Being a phiysics student I find the
question very relevant. My personal
stance has gotten to the point where I
find it really hard to do physics. Now
that may be extreme, or it may not. I
would argue that it is reasonably
correct; that this is not the time for
people who have received the fruits of
a society that is exploiting others
throughout the world to be doing
physics. But it's obvious that at the
very least those who are in physics
have to concern themselves with what
the physics is being used for, with
what the science or the engineering is
being used for. They also have to
concern themselves with the other
decisions, the political decisions, that
are going on in this country. Politics is
how you live and how you relate to
people, and there is nobody in thie
world who is not concerned with how
one lives and how one relates to other'
people. Evenrbody has to consider
that.

Maybe the more important ques-
tion to ask about MIT is whether or
not it should continue to function as a
school that serves a small class of
people. And then one has to ask about
the MIT admissions policies Rnd
whether or not the amount of re-
sources that are available at MIT
should be restricted to the use of the
number of people who are present at
MIT. A little thought shows there is a
grave injustice there. There is the
injustice that with 122,000 students
in the Boston area, most of the
educational resources are located at
two schools, Harvard and MIT. That
should be rectified at some point in
the, future. Then there i the more
pressing question about Black and
Third World axmisions.

thhat the best way to employ the finest
educational resources is to bring those
people -who already have had the best
training to a higher level.

I would think that the best way to
employ the finest educational re-
sources would be to make up for the
deficiencies that have occurred be-
cause of institutional problems, as in
the educational problems arisingfrom
institutional racism in the ghetto:
Ideally it would seem to me that in
the Greater Boston area for instance,
the students should have equal access
to all the resources and also to each
other, with no campus lines.

Requirements
Q: What do you think does make for
a more intellectually awakened place?
A: The prerequisite to make this an
intellectually awakened place is that
-people trust one another, and that the
responsibility for making value judge-
ments rests with the involved indivi-
duals.

In the case of requirements, if the
departments feel that a certain course
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Albert cals the corporate antd military system...z
Stolely Carmichael saia, "Man, every
cat's politics comes from what he sees
when he gets up in the morning. The
liberals see Central Park, and we see
share croppers' shacks." Now what
Stokely meant was that the radical
movement that existed at that time
sprung from a kind of absolute
oppression, or so everybody thought,
and that for awhile at least it was
going to be the only true radical
movement. I think Stokely under-
estimates the strength of radical guilt,
but more than that I think he was
wrong in his assessment of our view of
Central Park. He now has a different
view, as do a lot of other people. He
realizes now that a lot of us rich kids
are waking up to the fact that Central
Park or at least Fifth Avenue and
suburbia are in fact repulsive and ale
not the way we want to live our lives.
That is, in part, where the radical
movement is springing from. There is
radical guilt and the reacceptanrce of
responsibility too, but it's not coming
from an absolute oppression of a kind
like that in a country like Bolivia. No,
wve are moving to a realization that
society, though for many bearable, is
meaningless compared to what it
could be, People are now striving for a
new society, one that they have a
vision of, but that they can't very well
formulate. That's what's going on on
the university campuses, and in large
part, that is what's going on even in
the black movement. Most of the
black militants are not the most
oppressed blacks but they're the black
group that has a vision, not of recti-
fying an absolute oppression which it
doesn't feel, but of getting to a new
society where we can all fulfull our-
selves totally, as has never before been
done.
Q: How do you expect, speaking~in
terms of ho*v the New Left acts, to
accomplish anything, when in the case
of San Francisco State you end up
with someone like Hayakawa? The
Establishment's reaction is not going
to be favorable. You are just going to
excite anger.
A: It is clear cut that the educa-
tional system and certainly the cor-
porate and military system are the

-nervous system. No, they are the
genitals of our society. Whenone tries

-to take away the power of the Estab-
lishment, they are going to come
down with repression. But don't mis-
-understand, we have not even begun
to see that yet. Nobody here has seen
repression. We will, though. When you
mess with The Man's balls, he is going

to give us trouble. But that is what is
at stake. The brothers out at San
Francisco State were essentially de-
manding that the university structure
and the United States become relevant
to the people of the third 'world, that
it stop fucking over everybody in the
third world. Those kids were con-
fronting a whole society and maybe
they lost part of a battle, but they set
a stage for a large-scale political move-
ment that can change the social struc-
ture wittdn this country. That is what
we are all talking about. Nobody is
talking about setting up situations
where we can selfdestruct in huge
cathartics. That serves no purpose. It
serves no ends to get yourself hit over
the head by the cops. Nobody wants
that. What we want to do is build a
political movement that can cause
social change.
Q: Why do you find it necessary to
express yourself in such angry terms?
Everything you have said presses for a
logical and a rational approach to
problems rather than a static or un-
yielding one. Why do you find your-
self engaged in expression in such
unreasonable terms?

A: There are certain things about
which I am, and will always be,
unyielding. The right of people to
self-determination, and the right of us
all to personal fulfillment; and if, after
a lot of thought, I feel that peoples'
rights are being abrogated, my tone
will probably reflect it. Don't say I'm
inconsistent by using the free-speech
argument. When a society is as fuicked
up as ours is, when in order to
preserve the rights of the many to
fulfillment one has to intervene in the
actions of the few.. There aren't many
poeple who argue that we should deny
a man the right of murdering another,
likewise, we must frequently commit
acts of civil or even uncivil disobedi-
ence, even to the point of selectively
violating some of the ten amend-
ments. I suggest that everyone read
Howard Zinn's book on, this subject.

It is not clear that everything
demands a "rational" approach, as
you suggest in the question. If a
"rational" approach means a non-
emotional approach, then you are
wrong. What I am arguing, and what I
always argued,' is that one can be
moral and humanistic, one can be

emotional and at the same time ra-
tional

You seem to be circling around the
point of the obscenity that was used,
that seems to be what has gotten to
you, and that is a lot of bullshit. As
Lenny Bruce has said, 'There are no
dirty words, only dirty minds." One
punctuates one's statements in the
language that oneis used to using.

There are much deeper questions.
There is a quote from Herbert
Marcuse about obscenity that makes a
lot of sense. He is talking about the
way society takes a word and rede-

fines it in its own-image, redefines it
in such a way that it serves the status
quo. He says: "(Obscenity is not a
picture of a woman who exposes her
pubic hair but that of a fully-clad'
general who exposes his medals re-
warded in a war of aggression. Ob-
scenity is not the ritual of the hippies
but the declaration of the high digni-
tary of the church that war is neces-
sary for peace."

What he's trying to point out is
what Louis Carroll made clear in a
dialogue between Humpty Dumpty
and Alice: people who axe in power to'

(continued from page 9)

ourselves; we have to take upon aur-

selves the responsibility for the way

we live. We have to stop being hypo-

critical. We have to stop going up to

our rooms to smoke pot, if we do it at

all. We have to stop making believe

that sex is a taboo. We have to stop

conducting ourselves with an eye to-
ward how other people think of us,

and how they are going to grade us.

That all has to go.
But of course there are institu-

tional changes that are necessary. It is
the intitutional and societal pressures

(competitiveness) that fuck our think-

ing in the first place.

Q: Can you be more specific? Spe-

cific about the relationship, about the

things you talk about with respect to
the New Left and its official changes?

A: The New Left is a movement

toward a socialist-anarchist structure.

What that entails is huge changes in
almost all the institu'iorns modern

society. It means that in every pos-
sible instance there be community

control. There would be community

control of things like police, if they
were indeed even needed. There

would be community control of

housing and of the distribution of

food. There would be workers' con-

trol of working conditions and there
would be student control of student

living conditions. It is a complicated

situation.

The main question one has to ask

is how one coordinates a large massive

economy like ours when workers are

controlling their living conditions and

what they produce. that question has

never been satisfactorily answered,

but I think that the key point is that

modem technology is beginning to

make it possible for everybody to

have at their disposal the information

and the facts about reality that are

necessary to make decisions. Then

tight leadership, tight authoritarian

control, is absolutely unnecessary,
wither in the Russian or the American

sense.

Q: I see a quote up on the wall:

"The employers love this generation,

they aren't going to press many

grievances, they are going to be easy

to handle. There aren't going to be

any riots," signed Clark Kerr, 1959.
Where all of a sudden does all this

dialectic come from?

A: Look, Clark Kerr is a fucking

idiot, he's certainly no political an-

alyst. The quote is cute and shows his

stupidity but I think there is a much
better and more relevant quote.
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Letters to The Tech
(continued from page-5)

To the Editor: r e dt:
Realizing that the status of a T h dtr

"Spring Weekend" at How many seniors were apprised of
MlT wasthe fact that Friday, March 28, was the

tenuous, this y ear's committee set out last day that they could change courses
very cautiously not to repeat the per- to pass/fail status? This was the case, as
formance of last year's committee, or a uc eehn alt h -g
at least not to obtain tone same results ta qufick eleponfmedcl oteRgs

l~d.not: Lat yws Srin Weeend It appears that the administration
lost ovre $5,0001. They funded this has noot seen fit to informn students of

weekend to ake nionzy.these dates in the fashion in which thi
'Wht hs hppeedto he ungho was formerly done: namely, through

thisyea-wil-bediferen Spingthe device of the bulletin board in the
Weekend Commnittee? Are they t°° lobby' of building 7. Would Thie Tech
lazy to bother publicizing what they be willing to took into -this for those of
havre worked on so hard? us who do not have access to all the

This is not intended to be mud- ichannels of communicationl? I would
slinging. Should the committee decide, be interested to> know if this is to be
to start some good publicity while the standard procedure in the future-
there are stil two weeks left, the as, I am sure, would a number of other
weekend can turn out well. students.

Marvin Keshner'71 Toony Lima'69g
John Head '70

Karen Wattel '7 0

Ron Delsener Presents

RCA VIC~rOR RECORDING ARTIST

dzE U 50'

SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE ineac
Hurry! Supply limited to about one for every five si
PER STUDENT! Get your Pac today.

- ~~~HARVARD SQUARE
OpenThurs-,'til 9 PM\

M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER
MEDICAL CENTER-

396 Brookline Ave., Boston

SU;M Y4 at 6:3 900p

MWUSIC -HALL 
Tickets: $3.SO. S4.50, SS-SO, Mail order tox
Mu~sic H~al, 268 Tremont St., Boston, Mail;,|
endlose self-addressedstamped envelope. Tix
available at Music Hall; Harvsrd Co-op; MIT Ticket

ftne 61)423-3300bdge



The Modern Man Society
presents a talks by

Mo~~rtoll Soel
recently released from prison after serving
17 years for allegedly spying for the
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movie..
Steiger shows versatility

*as 'Thle Illustrated Man'
have militate in the direction of their
having the views they have. If you tell,
a person that his standad of livini~g
and his house and everything that he
was worked Very very hard fox - in
fact, far harder than we in the middle
class. If you tell a person that all of
-those things are endangered by a
group of black people - who for no
reason at all are causing disturbances
in the street, or even worse are causing
disturbances in the street because of
Communist influences -well, then of
course the workers will rebel aganst
the blacks. But that is stacking the
deck.

We have to let the workers see that
in fact what is going on i' that they
are being denied their rights in thei
working places, they are being denied
their rigts where they live, and they
should join with the blacks in a
militant movement for socia change.
A movement that will not rest until it
has destroyed the oppressive order,
and replaced itwithi a society in
which, as Carl Oglesby has said, "We
can all. be free to lovre."
Q: But how can you avoid becoming
what you hate? If the movement is
militant, if it employs violence then
isn't it just as bad as the status quo?
A: This is really a key question. O~f
.course I beleive the answer is no, but a
great many people are skeptical. I am
not non-violent. I wih I could afford

to be. The situation via a vis violence
is not symmetric as you suggest.
Almost everyone will admit that it is
very different for a master to employ
force against a slave, than it is for thte
slave to engage in a violent revolt
against his master.

Violence is not a good thing, but
there are times when conditions dic-
tate that there is no non-violent
course. Someday, after the Revolu-
tion, there won't be any need for
militancy and violence. But for now
when we are defending against an
oppressive social order, when we are
fighting for our liberation and for the
hiberation of our brothers, we will
have to be miltant, and at times even
violent. In the end the only other
alternative will be submission, and to
submit to oppression is less than
human. We -will reject the role of
oppressor as well as oppressed in favor
of becoming fulfilled human beings.

| SilAercte'
By Steven Shladover

This weekend, the Boston Sym-
phony presented the next-to-last pro-

Lgram of its Friday-Saturday series for
this season. With Erich Leinsdorf con-

_ducting, almost at the end of his term
as music director, the varied program
served to show his adaptibility to a

wide range of styles, as well as display-
ing the capabilities of most of the
members of the orchestra. The works
chosen for presentation were Bach's
Suite No. I in C, Max Bruch's Scottish
fantasy for violin and orchestra, op.
46, with Joseph Silverstein as soloist,
and Stravinsky's Symphony in C. At
Friday aftrnoon's concert, at least,
this combination resulted in a very
satisfying musical experience.

The Bach Suite, which opened the
concert, was distinguished in this per-
|formance for the stylistic clarity and
purity of the presentation. The work is
scored for strings, two oboes and
bassoon, rather than for the full or-
chestra. Leinsdorf used a slightly larger
complement of strings than might ordi-

ALag

the definitions are in fact in
r.We have to begin redefining
terms. All you have to do is
to a newscast and listen to the

of the word 'casuality'. 'Casuality'
wunted around xvith no real sensi-
i at all, but 'casuality' is a young
ying on a field in Viet Nam with a
in hits gut. That is the way in
h words are totally distorted. The
I 'free speech', the word 'free
d', the word 'FREE' .. what
it mean? U~sually it means free

the continuation of the status quo
like free speech. Free speech is
Bly applied to these people who
in some way being ineffective in
)sing the status quo, or indeed
ortig it. 'Free world' is not that
p of countries which have many'
loms but that group of countries
:h allow free access to w~ersae
nrcan economic adventures. In-
ed are countries like Spain, Thai-
and Argentina, all of which are

doerships.
t is that kind of manipulation of
aage that serves to leave people
dg in a vacuum, wori~ng with an

al set of concepts. It is that which
es blue col~ar workers in this
ity to have a set of ideas which
New Left considers backwards,
empathizes with. The reason we
to empathize with those ideas is
all the inputs that the workers

By Robert McCall
The Illustrated Man marks for Rod

Steiger another fine' example of his
ability to perform many varied and
difficult roles within a single movie. In
No Way to Treat a Lady he commits
six crimes, each with its own different
character, in addition to the basic role
of substantial citizen; but still, each
character reveals some of the traits of
this basic central figure. However, in
The Illustrated Man there are three
separate stories, tied together only in
that they are suggested by "illust-
rations" covering the body of a cursed
man. Yet, in each of the three stories,
Rod Steiger is able to develope that
character Vo a believable level. He does
this without the aid of dialect change
or extreme make-up , except once, in
the main polot, where he plays both a
young circus worker who is tatooed by
a woman from "the future" (Claire

Bloom) and an illustrated old man who
seeks that woanla for revenge.

Enjoyable and rewarding
All in anl the movie is a rewarding

experience, with fine acting and an
interesting, though complicated, plot
(the three sub-plots, which are mainly.
divorced from the central theme, do
not have enough time to fully mature).
It skillfully portrays four persons in
conflict with each other and with
time-two of them (the young iflus-
trated man and the woman who are
tatooed) living in the past, their stories
told by the living tatooes; and the oeld
man and a man who has merely passed
by living in the present and future of
the story.

These complications may seem a bit
much-but really they're quite easily
understood, and scarcely keep it ftor
being an enjoyable movie.

narily have been expected, but this was
justified because of the size of
Symphony Hall and the tendency of
small esemble sounds to get lost in it.
The woodwinds were a joy to listen to,
combining masterful use of tone with
perfect coordination and precision
playing. The somewhat dry approach
in both sound and interpretation was
not at all objectionable, although the
slightly excessive push Leinsdorf gave
the music was not appreciated. The
ensemble at the very beginning of the
piece was distractingly ragged, but
Leinsdorf soon brought things under
control, and the remainder of the
performance was characterized by pre-
cision attacks and a generally pleasing
manner.

Silverstein in solo
After the Bach suite gave Leinsdorf

an opportunity to show his mastery of
the Baroque style and allowed the
woodwind and string sections of the
orchestra to display their talents, the
Bruch Scottish fantasy found Leins-.
dorf demonstrating his understanding
of the romantic style while Joseph
Silverstein, the orchestra's concert-
master, was displaying his own consid-
erable talents. The Scottish fantasy is a
melodic, somewhat sentimental, piece
which is fun to listen to and serves as a
very favorable vehic~le for the virtuoso
violinist. Much of its charm conic%
from its rather unconventional style,
and from the use of a harp ac~onipani-
ment, a part which, incidentally, was

_ _ ; dZ_ e _a.Th

This is a work in which' technical
facility is vritally important, and Mr.

Silverstein came through with flying
colors. His intonation was unfailingly
accurate and his double-stops could
hardly have been bettered. It was

encouraging to find that the very elu-
sive balance between orchestra and
violin dynamics was found and main-
tained throughout the performlance. In
sum. this was an excellent presentation
with a lasrge-scale. festive air about it.

Stravinsky Symphony
The second half of the prog-rarm

consisted of the Stravinsky SymplEholly
in C,. conlposed betwecen 1 938 and
1940. Although this weas written later
.than Stravinisky's famous ballet scores
it came before his turn to atonlality.
-Unlike the ballets, the harmonic tex-
ture of the Symphony is quite thin and
simple, allowing the individ-tal instru-
ments to be heard separaltely. rattler
than having them blend into al cohesive
sound. The rhythmic structure.
though, is complex and consistently
intriguing. This symphony is mlusic of a
decidely intellectual, rattler than ernoc-
tional, nature. and fow this reason
Leinsdorf's somewshat detached
approach xxas highly suevcesst tl . Tile
orchestral playing weas of ax nsistently
higll quality, and the transparent te\x-
ture of the sound. coupled wital the
clarity of tile rllythmili trealtmcilt,
Ilelped greatly in untangling tile conil-
ple~x structure of then work. IvenI
though thlis was ax very fine perfor-
m a; -I as of Ltavinsky's li)st
readily accessible works. the audience

failed to appreciate it. and the respons:e
was pitifull small.- 

Tonight
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performance, on the whole, was in the
best high romantic tradition, with full-
voiced playing and songful expression.

Ifyou missed Frank's 
shwlast Fall, take

heart! We're bring-
.ing the whole Thing
back for an encore
... same great Sinatra
.,.same great guests:
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The Tech heavyweight and light- row against Yale and Dartmouth. In a plete a successful road trip, the frosh
weight crews both put long winning very close race,- MIT edged Yale to lightweights scored a very impressive

ts streaks on the line Saturday with make it nine straight wins over the Elis. victory over the Yale and Dartmouth
h mixed results. The times for one and five sixteenths frqsh.
t- The lightweights travelled to the miles were MIT 6:31.0-Yale -Matters were not so pleasant on the
y Housatonic River in Connecticut to 6:31.1-and Dartmouth 6:56. To corm- Charles, where the Tech heavies were
s - attempting to grab their sixth straight

;<; win over Columbia. Columbia covered
' ~ ~ ~~~~ the 200Q meters in a time of 6:11.4 to

_:win by two lengths. Columbia grabbed
an early lead by starting at 44 strokes

x __. per minute to Tech's 42, producing a
. _ if half-length lead after 500 meters.

Through most of the race, both crews
, were hitting 35, but Columbia had
pulled away by a length at the halfway
mark. At the 1500 meter point,
Columbia's lead had reached two

.... lengths, and they finished at 37 to
~. ,~ -,~ · Tech's 39 to hold that lead.

The JV heavies were able to do a
' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~little better than the varsity, but the

Columbia JV's finished a length in
' 'AA~s <6<{3,<t I' j~tAVA. front of them in a close race. Thus, it- ~ ,.,-- .. . .,t,, , d -hi x-v ~.--- V..... E° * ....

' .was up to the frosh to avert a shutout

Oarsmen in JV shell strain to gain on the Columbiaboat last Saturday bfeatigo luhe ia'sThey came through,on the Charles. However, their efforts were in vain as Colu/mbia won * yboth the varsity and JV races. This year's varsity crew has four
returning lettermen: James Bardis '70

,% VI° 0~°~ at two, Terry Michael '70 at four,
i-n-1111u,"te " § ]1 w { Itiants X James Black '69 at seven, and GeorgeAllen '70 the stroke. MIT will also have

performance for the freshmen by 0:22.5. a veteran oarsman at six in Hans
winning the long jump, high jump, and 440 Yard Dash-1. L. Kelly (M); 2. B. Rasmussen '70, a transfer student from
440 yard intermediate hurdles, and 120 Daniels (M); 3. Williams-0:52.6. Oslo, Norway. Hans had formerly
yard high hurdles, placing second in 880 Yard Run-1. P. Sullivan (M); 2 rowed for the Drammend Club in Oslo.
the triple jump for a total of 23 points. R. Poulsen (M); 3. J.'Wargo (M)-2:03. The three sophomores who have seats
Lau's victory in the 440 intermediates 1 Mile Run-1. B. Wilson (M); 2. J. on the team are Mike Pustejovsky at
was a classic, as he started off slowly Yankaskas (M)bow, Bob Rance at five, and Bob
and began moving coming off the last (M)-4:26.0. so t thre
turn. In the last 150 yards, he closed a 2 Mile Run-1. L. Petro (M); 2. F. The Tech sports staff would lie to
gap of about 30 yards and won by Durbin (W); 3. P. Peckarsky correct anerror whItchappeared inotheinches. When Lau came to the starting (M)-9:49.7. last sue. Intramural soccer wil not

be open to varsity lettermen. How-
ever, it will be open to both JV and
gosh lettermen.

F U encounter
fluke goal allowing Hartford to
temporarily. knot the score at 3-3. B-.it
before the first half ended, Ed Reardon
scored the first of his two tries to put
Tech in the lead to stay.

Scrum scores
Reardon's goal was a good

illustration of the tenacity and
teamwork of the engineer scrum. It
was a pushover try with three forwards
including Reardon having their hands
on the ball and driving through the
Hartford defense together. Reardon
was awarded the try because he ended
up on the bottom of the pile.

Playing with the wind in the second
half, the Tech ruggers really went to
work. Peter Webster took a pass and
scored after a short run, making the
score 9-3. Then Reardon got his second
try on a beautiful twisting 35 yard run.
Charlie Finn got his first conversion to
make the score 14-3. Charlie got three
points of his own by scoring on a 25
yard peftZty kick.

Cell carries ball and tackler
The final try was scored on a

superb individual effort by Aldo Cella.
After taking a pass, he dragged
Hartford tackler 20 yards over the go l
line to score..
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By Jay Zager
Worcester Tech could manage only

two singles off Tech's pitching in the
first game of a doublheader played in
Worcester last Saturday. So they
simply waited for the walk, received
ten free passes-as well as two hit
basemen- and strolled to an embaras-
sing 104 victory. In the second game
of the twinner. Bill Befoff of VPI
showed the correct way to pitch a two
hitter, as he coasted to a 4-0 victory to
complete the double-header sweep.
Tech not only lost the games, but also
the services of catcher Rich !:reyberg
'70. who reinjured a badly bruised
finger, and will be lost to the squad for
about two weeks. It was not a good
day for MIT baseball.

Tech starting pitcher Pat Mont-
gomery never really did find the strike
zone, and the fielding support he re-
ceived (a total of six errors) turned the
game into an early romp. WPI scored a
run in the first inning without the
benefit of a hit as two errors were
sandwiched around a pair of walks.

After the shaky start, Montgomery
seemed to find himself as he struck out
four batters in the next two innings.
But the fourth inning was another
story. After getting the first man of a
pop-up, Montgomery preceded to yield
a base hit, walk a man, hit a batter, and
walk two more men before Coach
O'Brian relieved him of his agony.

Charlie Fogelson was the next
victim, and the first batter he faced
reached safely on an error. Fogelson
then gave up a hit and a walk, and saw
the next two batters reach safely on
two more errors. A sacrifice fly and yet
another error followed, and by the
time the inning was over, WPI had
scored nine runs on only two hits.

While all this was going on, WPI's 1
Art Katsoros was breezing to his first !
victory of the season. Down 104 after N
the wild fourth, the engineers rallied to X
score three in- the sixth. Those runs l
came in on four walks, a hit batsman,

Williams fails

an error, and no hits. The final run was
, scored in the seventh, when Tech

loaded the bases with no outs. How
ever, the engineers could score only
one run, that coming on a fielder's
choice.

Trying to gain a split in the day's
affairs, Coach O'Brian called upon
two-game winner Dave Dewitte, who
had pitched a complete game victory
against Lowell Tech in his last outing.
Dave got off to the right start as he
retired the first two men he faced, but
then he yielded a single. WPI's cleanup
hitter was Bob Magarian, and when
Dewitte got his fastball in the wrong
place, Magarian grooved it over the
fence in left field, 309 feet away, for
an early 2-0 lead.

In the next stanza, with a runner on
second base, the engineers played
I-gotit-you-take-it on a single to
center. By the time the fielders found
the handle on the ball, the single had
become a four-base error, and Tech
was down 4-0.

1 Mile Relay-1. MIT "A"; 2. MIT
"B"; 3. Williams "A"-3:33.

_ro-pie Jump-l. W. McLeod (M); 2.G.
Novosielski (M); 3. Williams-4Y'9".powerful raquetme Poe Vut1 .BookM .J

" ~'[ e Glowienka (M); 3. Williams-11'.
!asnick McKinley now playing in the num- Javelin-1. J. Wargo (M); 2. H. Hall(M);
nloaded on an ber three slot made short shift of Bob 3. Williams-156'.
quad with a con- Brendler 6-3, 6-2. Brendler was the High Jump-1. K. Winges (M); 2. G.
The Polar Bears steadiest of all the Bowdoin raquet- Novosielski (M); 3.Williams-5'10".
de yet this year men, combined with a slightly off day 120 High Hurdles-1. H. Hall (M); 2. A.
mn the ground in for McKinley, he turned the match Krynytzky (M)-0:16.3.
e engineers had into a fairly long affair. However, 440 Intermediate Hurdles-1. C. Reed
ir skills on the McKinley placed the ball well and (M); 2. A. Krynytzky (M)-0:59.

less, the white- came away with the victory. 100 Yard Dash-1. W. McLeod (M); 2.
no Tech entry Captain Bob Metcalfe '69 clearly J. Hemmelstein (M); 3. Williams-
:essive. outclassed Bob Woodman in a 6-0, 6-1 0:10.3.
i started the rout win, and Joe Baron '70 stopped 220 Yard Dash-1. L. Kelly (M); 2. W.
of BillPaulsen. Bernard Kubetz 6-1, 64. Baron still McLeod (M); 3. J. Hemmelstein (M)-;,S a onmr

line in the 440 he had already competed
in 4 events.

MIT 126-Williams 21
Hammer-1. J. Sic'ilian (M); 2. B.
Lautenschlager (M); 3. Williams

Discus-Williams 1.2,3,-148 feet.
Shotput-1. B. Lautenschlager (M); 2.
Williams; 3. J. Sicilian (M)-43 feet.
Long Jump-1. W. McLeod (M); 2. J.
Shields (M); 3. B. Daniels (M)-21'9
1/2".

Tracksters
By Pete Peckarsky

The varsity and frosh tracksters
outran Williams by scores of 126-21
and 113-35 respectively last Saturday
at Williams. Williams is in the middle of
a rebuilding program which accounts
for the score, and the fact that only 13
varsity competitors represented the
Ephs at Weston Field's 1/3 of a mile
track. The irregular size of the track
led to no small degree of confusion and
inconsistencies in the timing and
officiating of the event.

William McLeod '69 turned in an
outstanding performance by winning
the long jump. triple jump, and 100
yard dash. McLeod pointed out that he
was at a disadvantage in the 220 yard
dash, which Lawrence Kelly '70 won
because he was not in Kelly's heat.

Albert Lau turned in a similar
* 0

to 4 wan 1 a " 4 11" 

in flrst N1 lt
By Don Arkin

The MIT rugby club started off its
official New England Rugby Football
Union season with an exciting 22-3
victory over Hartford. Hartford was
close at only one point during the
entire game, and if it wasn't for a lucky
bounce, the Tech ruggers would have
started off the season with a smash
shutout.

Juris Apse started off the scoring
for the ruggers early in the first half,
carrying the ball over the line for a try
after a short run. The conversion
attempt against the wind and from a
bad angle was missed, making the score
3-0.
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is a sophomore
lumber one spot
W of the Bowdoin
,yed his typical
in overcoming
r's strong fore-
lobs pinned his
I assured Brook-

Iore Stewart '69
y '70 in a chal-
rve Stewart the
nd he made the
Dave Amphony
Stewart's quick
i returns easily

By Ray Kw:
The raquetmen u

unprepared Bowdoin st
vincing 9-0 triumph.
had not played outsid
because of the snow o
Maine still, while the
already sharpened the
spring trip. Neverthel
washing in which n
dropped a set was impr

Skip Brookfield '69
with a 6-0, 6-1 beating
The fact that Paulsen
and is playing in the n
indicates the condition
squad. Brookfield pla!
good, hard game
Paulsen. The engineer
hand and controlled I
foe to the baseline, and
field of the win.

During the week, T
defeated Bob McKinle5
lenge match. This gal
number two seeding, al
most of it. He dropped
of Bowdoin 6-2, 6-0.
strokes and fast, hard
overnowered Amnhonv.

had some trouble with his lob, al-
though it was much steadier this time.
Unfortunately, Kubertz's net game
wasn't strong enough to take advantage
of the situation.

Manny Weiss '70 completed the
singles sweep by drubbing Tom Bubier
6-0, 6-2. Weiss recovered from an off
week with this victory. He hit the ball
well and utilized an excellent backhand
to keep Bubier in trouble.

Since the match was already clinch-
ed, Tech's number one doubles pair
McKinley and Weiss didn't play.
Metcalfe and Stewart were moved to
the top slot and responded with a 6-1,
6-0 thrashing of Arephony and Wood-

]man. Brookfield and Scudder Smith
['69 aced Brindler and Kubetz 6-0, 6-1,
while Steve Gottlieb '71 and Baron,
who had never before been paired,rrIerA a A_ fe- +X

Led by Dick Evans' consistently
high scoring, the MIT rifle team shot
their way to second place in their
Central Division of the New England's,
and then on to third place overall in
the finals. The results of the finals were
Coast Guard 1360, Maine. 1344, MIT
1318, UMass 1309, Norwich 1302, and

WPI 1250. Last year, Tech placed
foUrth.

The toal score in the f'mals is the
sum of the best five of the ten shooters
each team is allowed. Tech's five
marksmen were Karl Lamson '70 with
271, Dick Evans '70 with 270, Captain
Tom Stellinger '70 with 264, Dave

Hunt '69 with 258, and Bob Kirkpat-
rick '71 with 255.

Dick Evans ended the New England
season with the fourth best overall
average in the league. Bill Swedish '71
had the second best average on the
team, and placed eleventh in the New
England League.

The marksmen still have one meet
left in the Greater Boston League,
where they are tied for first. They will
face Boston College on April 25 in a
meet that will clinch first for them-if
they win.

From past records, Tech seems fair-
ly certain to cop the meet and the title.'ra,ncriqt{,-~,., a -') "r£I- 2' +.....U
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Columbia beat MIT (V & JV)
MIT (F) beat Columbia

Lightweight Crew
MIT (V & F) beat Yale and Dartmouth

Tennis
MIT (V) 9-Williams 0

Baseball
WPI 10-MIT (V) 4

WPI 4-MIT (V) 0
Rugby

MIT 22-Hartford 3
Outdoor Track

MIT (V) 126-Williams 21
MIT (F) 113-Williams 35

The MIT gymnastics team f'nished
off a highly successful second season

by sending Tom Hafer '70 and Mike
Devorkin '69 to the NCAA qualifying
meet held at Valley State University in

A score of 8.95 won, while 8.35 was
needed to qualify. If Mike had per-
formed two of his stunts just a little
better, he probably would have quali-
fied.

Calmiornia. Although neither qualified Hafer hit his routine very well,
for the finals, both finished well up in scoring 8.15 even with the tight
the standings. scoring. However, the competition in

Devorkin's routine on the horse the rings was very even and his score
wasn't quite as good as it could have was only good for twelfth behind the
been, but he still finished tenth with a winning 8.75. Although he missed

7.9 score. As the scoring was being qualifying, he could have fmished in
compressed, this would translate to the top ten with a little more consis-
about an 8.3 during the regular season. tent scoring from the judges.

[-[UNo oy Bob Mayer
Skip Brookfield '69 follows
through on the big serve which
has carried him to an excellent
season. - - -
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Poor fielding enables wPs L o0 1 tweight ioarsmien victors,.to take two from Tech nine.
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Ruggers rip Hartford, 22-3
*- i"y A T
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Evans leads marksmen to
third in New England loop

A short time later, Hartford was
awarded a penalty kick inside MIT
territory. The kick hit the uprights and
then bouncd between t+hem for ,,

a D-L, o-I tnumpn. rim.- -ech gymnasts Devorkin, Hafer place
:..ii On D eck ten:th and twelfth in NCAA qualifier
Heavyweight Crew


